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35 I  N T  R 0  D U C T  I  0  N 
This is the  third report  to  be  drawn  up  pursuant  to  Article  41  of the 
Lome  Convention.  As  in preceding years,  the parts of the report which 
concern the  European  Investment  Bank  have  been  d~awn up  in conjunction · 
..,.;i th  the  Bank. 
The  first report,  which dealt with the  nine  months  following the entry 
into force  of the  Convention,  gave  an  account  of the  setting-up  and 
launching of the activities of  the  different institutions and  bodies 
responsible for  the  administration of financial  and technical  coopera-
tion. 
The  1977  report,  following the guidelines given  in the Resolution 
adopted  by the  Council  of Ministers in Suva  (Fiji)  on  14 April .1977, 
examined  the  application of  the various  financial  and technical  coopera-
tion provisions of the  Convention;  this examination pointed up  the 
significance of the  financing decisions taken since,  at  the  end of  the 
first  twenty-one  months  of the  Convention's life, nearly 40%  of the 
funds  had been  committed.  At  its third meeting in Brussels on  13  and 
14  March  1978  the  Council  of Ministers  confirmed the mandate it had 
given in 1977  to the  Community's  and  ACP  States'  experts responsible 
for  the  implementation  of financial  and technical  cooperation and 
instructed them  to  examine  the 1976  and  1977  reports  on its administra-
tion. 
, 
Under  this mandate,  the  experts were  to produce  a  comprehensive  stock-
taking of all financial  and technical cooperation  schemes,  carry out  a 
thorough examination of the 1977  Commission  report  and,  if appropriate, 
draft  a  resolution on  financial  and technical  cooperation.  The  Council 
of Ministers  had  empowered  the  Committee  of Ambassadors to  adopt the 
final  Resolution. 
It \-Tas  not  possible to  hold the meeting of experts.  Nevertheles·s,  even 
though day-to-day experience  shows  that the  ongoing dialogue  established 
by the  Convention is progressing normally,  it would  have  been useful 
for  those  responsible at the  highest  level to have  been able to discuss 
and  assess together what  had  been  achieved,  identify the  shortcomings, 
correct  any mistakes  and produce  guidelines for the future.  In the  same 
spirit, it would  be  desirable for the third subparagraph of Article 
41(1)  of the  Convention to  be  implemented in a  more  systematic  manner 
and for  a  report  to  be  drawn  up  by the  ACP  States as well. 
This is particularly important  since there have  been views  expressed, 
on  a  political level,  about  the  functioning of financial  and technical 
cooperation.  The  Joint  Committee  of the Consultative Assembly,  which 
met  in St  George's  (Grenanda)  from  29  May  to  l  June  1978,  and later the 
;',;;::;embly  itself at  its meeting in  Luxembourg  from  25  to  29  September 
1978,  emphasized the  delays  holding back payments  under ftnancial  and 
technical  cooperation. 
These  delays,  or rather the  time-lags  between the  adoption of financing 
decisions  and  the  making of payments,  are not  peculiar to  the  Lome 
Convention.  Experts at  the  OECD  (Organization for  Economic  Cooperation 
<J.nd  Development)  have  noted that,  although the  volume  of  commitments 
b,yr  members  of the  DAC  (Development  Assistance  Committee)  increased - 2  -
considerably from  1975  to  1977,  the  volume  of payments  remained  static, 
whereas  payments  made  by  the  Comnission  under all EDFs  increased by 
nearly 100%  from  1975  to 1978  (401  million units of  account  as  against 
206  million).  The  criticism about  the  delays is therefore based on  an 
assessment  which  the  objective  conclusions of the meetint;  of experts 
called by  the  Council  of Ministers  would  certainly have  been  able  to 
qualify.  An  other point  noted  by  the  DAC  is also worth  mentioning here: 
the delays are  the result  of  a  deliberate change  of policy on  the part 
of the  international  community  - a  change  lvhich was  advocated first 
and  foremost  by the  developing countries themselves.  As  a  result, 
action is no1.;  being concentrated on  the most  difficult countries  and 
sectors,  where projects take  longer to  implement  (least developed 
countries,  basic needs  and rural  development  projects). 
In this connection,  the  six States that  acceded to the  Convention in 
1978  all belong to the  category of least  developed States as  defined 
in Article 48  of the  Convention.  They are the  Republic  of Djibouti, 
the  Solomon Islands,  the Democratic Republic  of  Sao  Tome  and  Prinic~pe, 
the Republic  of Cape  Verde,  Tuvalu  and  Dominical. 
Thus,  the  number  of signatories to  the  Convention,  which was  originally 
56  (46  ACP  States  and 9  Member  States of the  Community)  had  grown  to 
66  by 31  December  1978  -that is over  one third of the Member  States 
9f the United Nations. 
l 
The  instrwnents  of accession for Tuvalu and  Dominica were  deposited 
in the first  few  weeks  of 1979. - 3  -
C R  A P  T  E  R  I 
FIIiAHCIN"G  IN  1978 
I .1  BreakdoT,.;n  b;y  method  of financing 
Comr.;i tment s  during 1978  amounted  to  673  million EUA,  brineing total 
commitments  decided  upon  by the  Commission  and  the  Bank  up  to  l  860 
million EUA  out  of the  3  458  million EUA  in Community aid provided for 
w1der  Article  42  of the  Convention. 
I.l.A  Aid  administered by the  Commission 
This  amounted  to 540.3  million EUA  for 1978,  broken  dolni  as. f·ollows: 
- 454.3  million EUA  for projects included in the  ACP  States•  indicative 
programmes  and  in the first regional projects  list agreed upon  by 
the parties; 
25.1  million EUA  in  exceptional  aid; 
- 60.9  million EUA  under  the  Stabex system. 
The  volume  of commitments  - notably under the  indicative programmes  -
was  a  little lower  than in 1977  but it should be  emphasized that  the 
fourth  EDF  started operating particularly rapidly because  there were 
already some  projects in hand  ready to  be  financed.  It 1vas  necessary 
in 1978  to finalize the  appraisal  of  a  good  many  projects before it 
~fi:l.s  possible  to  finance  them.  At  the  same  time  a  great effort was 
bein~ made  to  implement  rapidly those projects for which  commitments 
had  been  made  in 1976  and 1977. 
During 1978  360  million  EUA  was  committed in the  form  of grants 
(including  72%  for  the least  developed countries under  Article  48  of the 
Lome  Convention)  and  119.4 million EUA  in the  form  of special  loans, 
which is close to the  sum  committed in 1977.  It should be  pointed out 
that  the terms  of  these loans are particularly soft  since  they have 
an  interest rate of  1%,  a  duration of  40  years  and  a  grace period of 
ten years,  which  means  that  the  grant  element  is very high  (about  80%). 
Under  the  Lome  Convention 440.1  million EUA  is earmarked for use  in 
this  form.  Projects financed  by  special loans are  appraised and  adminis-
tered  by the  ACP  States and  the  Commission;  for its part,  the European 
Investment  Bank  is involved in preparing the financing contracts.  As 
the  Community's  agent  the  Bank  is responsible for  recovering the  loans 
in accordance with the duties assigned to it. 
As  at  31  December  1978  the  Commission had  drawn  up  the following 
special loan agreements  and contracts: - 4-
61  financing ac;reements  (268.04 million EUA)  1  of Hhich  52  had been signed 
(involving 239.2 million EUA)  by the  above  date; 
51  financing  contracts  (218.4 million EUA)  1  of \vhich  27  had been  signed 
(involving 134.9 million EUA),  eight of 1-1hich  involved drawing up eleven 
GUbf>idiary  contracts  for tuo-tier loans; 
12  GUarantee  contracts  1  of t·1hi ch 7 had been signed. 
I.l.B  Aid  administered by the Euronean  Investment  Bank 
The  total amount  of finance  underwritten by the  EIB during 1978 was 
116.2 million EUA 1  of which: 
90.9 million EUA  in subsidized loans; 
25.3  million EUA  in risk capital  (excluding 2.3 million EUA  earmarked 
·for use  under an overall authorization for studies), 
\vhich brings  the total financing accorC.ed by  the EIB  under the  Lome 
Convcdion to 262.1 million IDA,  including 62.7 million IDA  in risk 
capitul  from  EDF  resources. 
'l'hc  :..;:::::3  accorded tvrelve  subsidized loans  involving a  total of 90.9 million 
l':J:.  ::.'vr  industrial and  enerGY projects and  as  global  loans to development 
b::·: .. s.  The  projects are  located in ten ACP  cou..'1tries  and  one  is a 
rc.:;.:.o::<1l  project  for the  Ci1rib1Jean.  The  financial  terms  of these  loans  are 
very  constant;  they  have  a  duration of beti"Tcen  ten  and  fifteen years  vli th  an 
interest rate  ofbetv1een  5.05% and 6.80%1  taking account  of the interest 
r;:-.tc  ::;ubsidies  charged azainst the EDF' s  resources  1  which  amount  to  a  total 
of 1  .. 1. 2  million El.JA  at present values. 
The  fifteen  operations  involving aid in the  form  of risk capital·  agreed to 
durinG the  year  amount  to  25.3 million EUA  in all- and bring financing accor-
ded  in this  form  up  to  62.7 million EUA, or  65%  of the  maximum  prov.idedflr under 
Article  t;2  of the  Convention.  Operations of this kind in the  least developed 
ACP  States  (w1cler Article  48  of the  Convention)  account  for nearly h:o 
thirds of the  latter amotmt.  An  initial analysis of these operations appears 
u~der II.2.A.l(e)  belo~. - 5  -
I.  2·  Breakdow-n  by  sect  or 
I.  2. A  Development  of production 
At  the  end of 1978,  this vital sector for  the  development  of the  ACP 
States  accounted for  the  largest proportion of commitments,  with 895.4 
million EUA  - excludine 4.8 million EUA  earmarked for  use  on micro-
projects - or nearly 61%  of the overall  amount  provid8d for projects 
and  programmes. 
For  1978  alone  financing decisions taken on projects for the develop-
ment  of production  amounted to  310.3 million EUA,  approximately bTO-
thirds of which went  to  industry  (including agri-industrial  complexes) 
and  one  third to primary production in the rural  sector. 
I.2.A.l  Ind.ustrialization 
Cha~ter III.2 gives  an account  of the activities of the  Centre  for 
Ind.u  ..  ~trial  Development  and  the  Committee  on Industrial  Coope:::-ation. 
r•:o:::-c:  precise information on  small  and medium-sized firms  appears in 
C~apter II.5,  which points up  the main characteristics of the  imple-
mentation of financial  and technical  cooperation. 
?ir.~r.cin& decisions taken in 1978  on  industrial projects involved  a 
to:  .  ...._l  of 205.7 million EUA,  broken  dmm  as  shown  in Table  4  under the 
nlla~ing "Industrialization11 • 
Jy  31  December  1978,  552.0 million EUA  had  been  devoted to  this sector, 
t{;.::..t  is 37.3% of the overall amount  provided for projects and pro-
t:r.J.mmes  (including 174.9 million EUA  for agri-industrial complexes  and 
~1.c;~·icul tural  and  food-based  industries of direct  concern to the rural 
co::;::mni ty). 
(a)  Development  banks 
lh  th regard to  development  banks1,  the EIB has  continued to  accord 
clobal  loans mainly benefiting small  and  medium-sized firms,  and  six 
O!Jerations  involving 43  million EUA  were  concluded in 1978.  There were 
three  cases  of holdings  being acquired in the capital of development 
banks,  financed  from  risk capital and totalling 1.  4  million EUA. 
For its part  the  Commission  financed  seven operations involving 4.7
1  million EUA  in all for credit lines to  small  and medium-sized firms  • 
(b)  Manufacturing industry 
~lanufacturing industry in the  ACP  States also received several finan-
cings  from  the  Bank,  taking the  form  of either global  loans to develp-
ment  banks  or direct  aid  (8.9 million EUA),  which went  to  two  textile 
projects - one  in Niger  involving 2.4 million EUA  and the  other in 
Sudan,  involving 6.5 million EUA. 
- ::'"c  abo Chapter II.5.A below. - 6  -
The  Commission  accorded  two  large-scale financings  for textile indus-
tries producing for  the  domestic markets of the  ACP  States concerned, 
one  in Guinea  to  the  tune  of 30 million EUA  and the  other in Tanzania 
involving 6.6 million EUA. 
(c)  Agri-industrial  complexes 
These  projects involve rural production in the broadest  sense  of the 
term  and  include  food  and agriculture based industries.  In 1978  the 
Community  continued to  spend  large  sums  on projects in this· sector, 
which  concerns mainly  "modern"  rural activities. 
At  the  end  of 1978,  174.9  million EUA  had been devoted to this pro-
mising area of  the  ACP  States'  economies. 
Finar.cing for  such projects in 1978  accounted for  a  large proportion 
o~ the aid accorded  by the  Bank  (30.0 million EUA).  The  projects 
included  two  in the oils and fats  sector - one  in Papua  New  Guinea  and 
o::o  in ·Zaire  - and  sugar,  forestry and rice-grovring projects in 
3waziland,  Guyana  and Mali. 
?o~ its part,  the  Commission  carried on financing various  operations 
in  1978  involving the  production of  sugar,  tea, ·hevea and  oilpalm 
r.lnr.tations  and  a  dairy (totalling 34.5  million EUA). 
'.:'Le  Commission  and  the EIB  contributed together with the World  Bank 
a"!'ld  the  Inter-American  Development  Bank to  the  financing of a  large-
scale  forestry project in  Guyana,  which  involved the  development  of 
~~ unexploited area of  200  000  hectares;  the  expected output  is 
40  000  m3  of timber per year.  It should  ba  noted that  this is the 
1i~~t large-scale  Community  contribution to  this sector.  One  aspect, 
''Thich  is particularly interesting from  the technical angle,  consists 
in contructiong a  power  plant  fuelled by modern process based on 
gasified waste wood. 
(d)  Energy 
Effective  cooperation in the field of  energy  - which  has  become 
essential  since the 1973  oil crises - is now  an overriding preoccu-
pation.  Most  of the  ACP  States import  the energy they consume,  which 
places a  heavy constraint  on their development  because  their financial 
resources  are  diminished by these imports.  The  result is an  increased 
balance  of payments  deficit  and restricted development  in energy-con-
suming  sectors. 
Cooperation in the field of  energy involves both carrying out  standard 
projects using conventional  energy  sources  - essentially hydroelectric 
power  - and  promoting research into and the  exploitation of alternative 
sources of energy. - 7  -
Total  Community  investment  in the  ener& sector  since  the  Lome  Convention 
entered into application  has  reached the appreciable  figure  of 171 
~iliion EUA  (105  million  EUA  from  the  Commission  and  66  million  EUA 
frorr,  the  Bank). 
T:~e  Rank  financed  three  operations in this sector  in 1978  - in Fiji, 
Kenya  and  Libe:-ia  - for  a  total of 29.4 million EUA.  For its part the 
Cor:,rdssion  devoted nearly 8' million EUA  to  energy projects,  including 
a  contri1ution to  the running of a  seminar  on  ~olar energy for  develop-
me~t  (see II.6 below). 
3(~c~w:>e  of the multiplier effect  of cofinancing,  the  sum  total of 
inve!;tment  in >-!l:ich  the  Commission  bas participated in this field 
a::.o<~:.ts  to  900  million EUA. 
Ti:.o  Community's  operations  can be  broken  down  as follows: 
~-.ydroclectric energy 
-:. i1ermal  energy 
~ransportation of enerey 





( o)  r:•;1e  use  of risk capital  for  industrialization 
:::t  i:;  interesting to  see that five  of the thirteen risk-capital oper-
a;;ions  carried out  by the  Bank  for  industry in 1978  involved the pro-
v::.~.ion  of direct  financing for projects which,  because  of their parti-
e,.~.:<.:'  characteristics, it 'll'ould  probably not  have  been possible to 
:.:·il~~mce  solely rTi th loans  from  the  Bank 1 s  resources.  A  major proportion 
of  t:1e  projects concerned  involved agri-industrial complexes,  but  also 
-:;Le  textile industry. 
The  remaining operations  involved the  creation of an appropriation for 
financing  specific  studies or the allocation of funds  to  development 
banks  to finance  their activities - mostly industrial - in favour  of 
SQall  and  medium-sized firms. 
Nearly half the  sum  involved in risk-capital operations for  industry 
went  to four  countries belonging to the category of least  developed 
ACP  States under  Article  48  of the  Convention.  The  remaining half went 
to  seven other countries to  increase the  own  resources  of firms  or 
development  banks,  thus  enabling them  to  obtain supplementary loans 
from  the  Bank 
1 s  own  resources. 
Risk capital was  used  in several different ways  - direct  acq_uisition 
of holdings  by the  Bank  on  behalf of the  Community  in the  capital of 
national  institutions financing  development;  indirect aid towards  the 
consti  tutuion of  mm resources via conditional  loans to the  ACP  State, 
quasi-capital aid to  a  firm  in the  form  of a  conditional loan,  and  an 
overall  commitment  authorization for  the financing of specific studies 
to prepare projects and assist  firms  during the  starting-up period.  · 
;;.~ c;  for  the  constitution of  own  resources,  in its various legal  forms, 
i.  ti1e  e:::;r.ential  objective of risk-capital operations  and  accounts for 
o.'or  three  q_uarters  of the total  amount  accorded. - 8-
I.2.A.2  Tourism 
In the  sphere of tourism  the EIB has financed- by means of risk capital to 
the  tune of 3.3 million EUA- an hotel in the People•s Republic of the  Congo, 
a. necessary addition to  the tourist  accommodation of ·Brazzaville,  its 
capital,  and  a  study  on  the  development  of hotel and catering facilities in 
the coastal areas of Kenya. 
I.2.A.3  Rural production 
The  ACP  States  a~in emphasized how  much  store they lay by the  development 
of the rural \Wrld - and not  just agricultural production in the  narro\-; 
sense- in the memorandum  they presented to the  Community  on  15  November  1978. 
The  Community is also  a>vare  of the major importance of the rural comr.Junity for 
the  economies  of the  developing countries since 7o%  to  8~% of the 
population of the  ACP  States is directly dependent  on the rural  sector for 
its livolitoocl.  The  Commission  has many  years•  experience in this  sphere  and., 
a::;  i·:~_l:;_  become  apparer,t  in Chapter IL9 belovr, it  has  dravm  certain conclu-
r;ior:::-.  ~·-::-om  its findinc;s,  which 1>Till  be  discus'sed  by the relevant  ACP-EEC 
joi~t institutions. 
A::;  i1.1...;  oeen  freQuently  stressed,rural development is the key to 
sw:cessful industrialization of a  country and,  more  generally,  to the 
crm·1th  of it  a  economic  activity as a  v1hole. 
In 1978  :;_Ql.O  million  EUA  was  devoted to this important  sector,  which brings 
the  amount  of Community  aid allocated to rural productive projects since. 
1976  up  to 334.2 million ZUA. 
If ·,:e  consider rural  development  in the broader  sense of the term,  i.e. 
<i.i:  coq1risinc; any  scheme  financed in the  11country11  as  opposed to in 
tow~~, the  following  should  be  added: 
- 17fJ.9  million EUA  committed  for agri-industrial projects and  food  and the 
2:_::.::-ic.tlture  b3.sed  industries referred to  above; 
32.2  r,1illion  .l!."UA  for  village water  engineering projectsj 
57.7  million  EUA  for  social development  projects directly affecting the 
rur~l community  (training and health and  education infrastructure). 
The  blli~  total of this finanqing accounts  for  over  40%  of all monies  committed 
for  projects and  programmes  since the  Lome  Convention  came  into effect. 
Lo.stly,  it should be  stressed that rural development is one  of the  most  suit-
abJe  areas  for microprojects  (See  Chapter II.4)  which cater for the  basic 
needs or village  communi ties.  ' 
(a) Ar,ricultural production 
As  rec;ards  cash crops  for  export,  financing  decisions were  taken  only 
after an  analysis had  been made  of long-term  ~arket prospects for 
sensitive products. 
Su_pj)lc:.:entary  financing was  granted to consolidate and  expancl..  previously 
fi:: cnced  schemes in order to obtain a  better return(processing plant  and  ex-
o-::~  :.on  of the  cocoa plantations at  Bulu,  oil-palm plantations in 
G;.;.,j:_r:..:;ui  and  tea growing at  Butuh9 in Zaire,  tea-growing in Burundi). - 9 -
'!'!1e  ::):-amotion  of  food  cro:rs  vli thin  intec;rated rural  develornr:er..t  p:::-ojects 
(•·;~  :':.ci1  alone  ar~ountecl to  83.6 million  EUA  at  31  Decemb"':r  1978)  anc',  as 
p;1:.::-t  of l:yclro-aericul tural  development  schemes  is  aimed  not  on:y  at 
achiovinc colf-3ufficiency for  the  producers while  cene:::-atinG  additional 
ir:co;;,o  for  them  aut  also at  encouraginc; marketine;  channsls  to  irr:prove 
tLe  tiCl.lanco  between  rec;ions. 
Eonc.:e  in 1976  ~-.uc:n  operations  enabled  a  start to be  mac.e  or.  t~e long-
'LG.':'lll  U.evelcpr,:en'"  of highly disadvantaged regions.  One  :;:::roject  in'rolvir.,:; 
:!. 7 ;;Jillion EUA  is ciecigned to  improve tte vrell-being of  ·~:ne  ·:)c;.:::<:icularly 
poo:::·  popuL;, ti  on  of  a  vast  and  overpopulated  ( 14  000  km2:  pop:  one 
~.:il::. ion  by  J.9G2)  area  of'  Kenya,  seriously affec:ted by  drou2::ht;  :i.r:  Uppe.:. 
~o~ta tho  fir~t phase  of a  project tas been financed to  settle several 
t:·:o·...<  ~;md families  in the Volta valle;fs where  onchocerciasis has  been 
c:.:· :1clicat od. 
J:  ~  :·::,ould  also  OG  emphasized that  some  60%  to  65% of ag:ricul tural 
;,;:·::J~c;:::ts  un·:;e::- the  fourth 'EDF  (involving approximately  600  million EUA) 
v;j_l:!_  (Jenefit  :~mall  family  farms,  either already in existence or  to  be 
c:··.c:·tbJ.isheG.  on  ne1v  land for  allocation to  peasants 1·rho  have  no  land 
~t  :111  or  such  ~ small  plot that they cannot gain  a  decent  livelihood 
:·;:Oi:~  i·t. 
:::_.,.,,:ly,  it should be  noted that  studies are under  way  to finalize 
Jlrepurations  for projects still to be  ca:c;ried  out  under the  Lome 
Co:wontion  and,  in certain cases,  to prepare  the  programme  to  be 
unciertaken  under  a  successor  Convention. 
(b)  Stock-farminG 
•·  v  ~rear's  commitments  in this sphere  - 15.3 million EUA  - concerned 
t:.:,  cevelopmont  of  stock-farming and  the raising of  small  animals  in 
vi=.lages  as well  as  schemes  to  ir.1prove  animal  health,  1-Thich  is always 
Cl.t  ~lsk,  especially in the  Sahel. 
Tho  Commission  has  maintained close relations with the Permanent 
Inter-State  Committee  for  Drought  Control  in the  Sahel  and  the  Club 
liu  Sahel;  it is anxious  to  encourage  efforts to  achieve  a  retuTr.  to 
r.or;nal  life in Sahelian projects,  which it is following closely. 
(c)  ?ore stry 
Tile  Community•s  contribution in  1978 to forestry development  concerned 
"he  development  of  an  unexploited forest  area of over  200  000  hectares 
in Guyana  (see  2.A.l(c)  above). 
I.2.B  Economic  infrastructure 
T<.1.:cen  as  a  >fhole,  at  the  end  of 1978 this  sector,  with 316.7 million 
EWe,  accounted.  for  21.5% of total  commitments under  the indicative 
~)rogrammes.  It therefore  comes  second in line after development  of 
p~oduction, which is logical  since it is essential to  improve  economic 
·:  :~frastructure if the  ACP  States are  to  achieve  development,  incL;,ding 
•.•  1::!211  and  cultural development  and increase their domestic  or regional - 10  -
I.~.3.l  Ronds  nn~ bridrrcs 
Thc~a is  ~till  a  :at of activity in the  roads  and  bridcas sector,  with 
ovA~ 55  millie~ =~~ committed in 1978  (the total as  at  31  ~ecember was 
255.13  mil1ion  Ei:/,). 
Tj-,o  c:z-.::;cuti•·::  of  Jli'ojecb~  alreat1y  financed is progrosc:ing satisfactoril2.-
:u1c'  :.  :1u:r:-~)(;::  ci:  p:::-ojects  }-,ave  been  completed  and these  are  nm·r  provi-
diY.;_:  :ne  .':.r::;2vicc,::;  expected.  of them. 
":::.c.:  ·,r;p  S·~;-;;cr:;:.  :~.-:J..V8  always  shm:n  a  great  interest  in road projects 
,,,-__  .:·is,-.  .-~::.  b-:,<c:n  rr:aC:e  more  acute  by the  large nwnber  of road.  stuciies 
nr  ·~mmc  ,  ~ot~1ly in a  regional  context.  These  studies will  enable 
roa-:~:~  to  DO  iji)j_l t' using  cofinancine; for  the oiggest projects  • 
. y  p~ojocts are still few  and far  between but,  since they are 
....  iv~S,  t!,o  a.mount  actually spent  on  this kind  of infras"tructure is 
All  t!".e  1)rojocts in vlhich the  Community  is participating consist 
·,  ;radi;,__;  old  "tracks  >vhich  are  no  longer  able  to  cope  economically 
...  " .  ~he 'Lraffic,  vrhich is increasing as the  country develops. · 
~ ·  .. o  muL;.  projects fi:r.anced  in 19 78  involved  upgrau~ne the 
-·-·  >. 1 :.-Yaouncle  raih•ay in  Cameroon  and  the  Babanoussa raihray in Sudan. 
';· .. ,_,-,e;  is  o.  recional project  under  study at  the moment,  however,  invol-
, he  upc;radinc:;  o: the rail link bet1·1een  Addis  Ababa  and  the port 
·~·  ~·  ::,; j 1>out i. 
'~'- ·;  c..;;nmitmonts  entereci.  into in 1978  (19.5.million EUA)  bring the 
,c-, ..  :;  allocated to  tr,is  sector  since the  Lome  Convention  became  a.ppli-
:,;:". ''·--:;  up  to  nearly  50  million EUA. 
Y.?.~.3  Ports  and  waterways 
""'  ,_c·.·c  ilas  -oeen  a  certain resurgence  of activity in the :ports  and 
:.;l  ~.,:.-::·-.-:ays  sector,  >Vhich  reflects the interest in sea  and.  river transport 
.:c ..  ~,~ .  .:;  part  of most  of  the  ACP  States,  whether  they be  islands or have 
.c  ,~c:1.:"tline  or,  on  the  contrary,  are  landlocked  and hence  econor:1ically 
,  ..  ,,_,.,.:::;:;·~ent  on 1-raterways. 
·~;;E,  r:coject~:  fino.nced  in 1978  are not  very spectacular but  they are 
~-:~  .:. : ~-,e  H~-t;n  s:pecifl.c  priority objectives.  This  is the  case  in :parti-
·~·-;:  ~:·with ti:e  projects for  the  improvement  of river transport  in the 
C,.;, cr:~.l  Af~·icctn E;npire  c..nd  Guinea-Bissau. and it also applies to the 
,~.:.:,.:~.--scale  rJort  projects in Fiji,  Gabon  and  Somalia. 
1.:::. :1.4  TeL'!communications 
-~.  _.'~  31  Dccemoer  1978 total  commitments for  telecommunications 
~- --,: ,:,:-cts  a~r.oc.a·,ted  to  over  14 million EUA,  of which  6  million EUA  was 
..- ..  ~  ,;·,:: ly  co~rr,i tted  ci.u:..~ing  the year. - 11  -
A useful project  financed  in Lesotho  concerned the  development  of 
po~t~ anci  telecommunications in rural  areas.  Another  Commission 
decision concerned  a  project  for  morlernizinc;  the regional  telecommuni-
cc,tions  network  in three  ACP  countries in the South Pacific  (Fiji, 
'ro:nea  and  Samoa)  so  as  to brine the  telegraph,  telex a ...  ~  ~olepho::.e 
service up  to international  standards  and  thus  help  improve  regional 
cooperation. 
La~tly,  a  feasibility  study was  carried out  as part  of the  pr0pa~ations 
for  a  project  to  develop  an  inter-island telecommunications  network in 
the  Solomon  I:-::lanc .  .;;  this project  is a  present  beinc appraised. 
I.  2,. c  Social  development 
Hith  total  COr.lr:-,itnonts  runounting to 244.6 million EUA  at  31  December 
1976,  incluc.i!IC 89.5  r~illion EUA  committed in 1978,  this sector  now 
accou~ts in all for  about  17%  of total  commitments  mada  within the 
fr<t:.:c·,.;or~  of  indicative prog-rammes.  It should  be  pointeci.  out  that  37% 
of  ~Gtal commitments  in this  sector  since  implementation of the 
Convention becan are  for projects or  schemes relatinG directly to 
r'...1rul.  areas. 
/\..;  ·,,(;fore,  care  hac  boon  taken to  ensure that  buildinc;s  forminc;  part 
of o,;ucation  or health infrastructure are  suited to their  surroundings 
.:~n.:  ·~ o  t:H3  :population'~- requirements,  are  simply and robustly equipped 
~c' ..  •·1-sy  to rr,o.intuin;  account  has  also been taken  of  the  capacity of 
·:.:.o  _.·_.:;p  State;;  conce:..nnod  to meet  the recurrent  costs of projects: 
it  ~-.:;.,;  been  recommended  that wherever possible materials produced  or 
:;;:r:-:.!lactured  locally should  be  used;  lastly,  provision has  been made 
fo:·  traininc  schcmeG  Hhenever  these  seem  necessary in order to  ensure 
t:lat  projects are  satisfactorily operated and maintained  •. 
I.2.C.l  Education infrastructure 
Fiftoen projects  amounting to 28.4 million EUA  were  financed  in  1978 
(j().5  million  EUA  at  31  December  1978). 
Efforts continued. to  be  concentrated on the  teaching of technical  and 
practical  subjects rather than  on  general  education at  secondary and 
univerGi ty level.  i>Toreover,  even greater stress was  placed  on  designing 
some  of the projects in question as  operations linked to  other develop-
ment  :::;chomes  and  not  as  separate,  individual  operations;  for  example, 
the construction and  equipping of  school  buildings was  taken as  an 
opportunity to  adapt  teaching programmes  - notably for  science  subjects 
- to  the  specific  needs  of the  surrounding r1iral  area and to provide 
tr~ining or  advanced training for  the  administrative,  technical  and 
m<owa,::;ement  staff of the  small  and medium-sized national firms  carrying 
out  the projects concerned. 
La8tly,  Hhen projects were  being appraised account  >ms  taken of the 
purils'  chances  of finding  employment  in the .public  or private  sectors 
v:~:en  they leave. -12-
I.2.C.2 
:.~  -c::e1  end  ,:::- :.:··.·:;,  fol·-';,~'-thrco  ACP  Sto.tes  had  established  :~ultia.nnual 
{;":-,i~.::. •. .:;·  p:-0:_..':"  .. :.;:::~ 1  -',::c  tot2.l  ~-.lilOl.Ult  involved  being nearly 
r-;c . .  :ti 2.  ~ ioll  :~~ ;~·j.. 
'1')·,,_-: .  .:.;  :.:~lt~:.: ...  ;:~t:C  tra:i.:.i:·;s  prO(:."l'J::'ir.JCG  are  of course the  extension of the 
"i;~- .::..,c"  c.~·:::,onent  of the  inc.icative  r)rograr.une  sicncd \·:i tL  e~~ch ACP 
thcv·  ~  :-~1':!_;'  tocc~.::c·r all the  schemes  involved,  thus  r>:::-ovi>:3.in.:;  an 
..  v  ~ 
__  Vl';,- -~~- the  EJF contribution to  each  ACP  State's nc.t.ic  ..  c:-.1 
-_._  .:  p.:··-,J·.:·~·:·~a.  As  1Jreviously1  these  pro[;ran:mes  do  not  inchtde 
·.;;  v/·,.:.:~:c  ::.-::c.le  is  such tho.t  they require  a  specio.l  dccisio:i  1.Y:f 
:lis  ... iur;  or 1-1hich 7  because they are  linked to  a  capital project  1 
<Je  (ii:':':crt:;-.-Lio.tcc1.  from  the  r.w.in  project. 
·,  r.:1.lti:~m:c:.al  traininc; programmes  comprise  three  main  aspects: 
, ...  .' 
'  -
provision of  trai~ing instructors; 
GUN•1.;·  of  -tce,chL1_:;  materials; 
stUtl.y  D.Jld  tr;:.ini·,~.:; crants. 
:1s  ;-;l,ecific  procraJmJcs  of study and  training grants  are  concer.-:cd, 
end  of  June  1978  3  980  .:;rants  had  been made, of which  735  in 
anG.  3  245  'in the  ACP  States. 
~-.  ~ lm,·ine table zives  a  breakdown  "oy  area of study: 
-- '  I  I  I  .ics 
I 
.".._;rical ture  ;'.'.cience  and  Health  Education  Other  ~'OTAL  ,  .L.  i 
I 
I  tcchnoloc,y 
i  . 
I  -- i 
-.. 
I  558l 
1  040  340  639  772  _)  980  :,) ... 
I 
rJ  ~' /  .::;  Hi  I  lii  ~  9  '- 19~- 100  .. 
I'  Ll)  !"  ,.  ;  I 
:~:,~·  \·:-.:·.~ol~::·  _c_::  :·:,;;;-;  (rcccJ;t  3.Ccocsion to the  Convention,  tir~c required 
·,,_,  ''"'· .r··~ etc the  l)l'q>c.r:~.tion  of projects, etc.)  some  ACP  States have  not 
,:,.:~  . .  _:i,;·.;cd  an  indic::ctive  _pro.::;rar.~r:1e;  for  these States,  a  provisional 
·"·:·~·G_t;riatiol·,  h"s  been  ma.dc  in order to provide  thew  1-;itl·1  the  n·,eans, 
;  .  --'  ..  =·~::,~  ;;~  as  :rc::;~:rcls  :~tr;.dy  and  traininG crants,  to bet:in  o~ conti11ue 
1:"·~·'· .. -L  ~ro.L:inc scl::;:·:tcs  or .fl::trticipate  in study sessions.  The 
:·~·.:·,,.,,~;j'i::J.tion  for  1)78 is  3  800  000 million EUA.  Amounts  coi~mitted are 
···  · ,·  ·  oc:;c:inst  ~.!;c  indicative  pro:;rammes  of the  countries  concern0d  as 
:··.),  ..  :·~  :·::  tho~·  h._:.vc  l;cc11  fi11alized. 
c-
t" - 13  -
? .·o .:oct s  ~d.tl1  a  tri"lir:.ine;  element 
r_:;_:D  I,C:P-EEC  joint  meeting  on  ex-post  evaluation  oi'  heal tn 11:rojects 
i1D ld  in  Freetmm  (Sierra Leone)  in  :Jecember  19 76  ~onfi!';;:ccl  ~omethL'1g 
';~;~~t  Has  a.lreCLdy  known  about  this partic·cJ.lar  sector,  nar.~ely  that  the 
c;o:·t  of  ·the  training elemer.t  as  a  propo:::-tion  of  the total :p:::-ojec·c  cost 
i::.  ::·olativoly  sr~all  ar,d  bears  no  relation to its consequence3  fvr the 
e..:·i·oc t i voness  of  t:-10  ~-:hole  project.  As  a  gene:::-al  rule the  traini·n,s 
8:! e:n; :::nt  ei  t!ie:'  f:;r:~;::;  an  intec:::-al  part  of  a  project financed  by  Coomunity 
a.:.cl  or  supplem<;ht ;;  :0rojects financed  from  other  sources. 
Sr,,r.;' ·:;:lrs  and  a·>~  .. ::c_~  ..  ~  traininp;  courses 
In 1':,78  ti;c  .::;o  CJC  :.:::UA  committed for  regional  schemes  r.:acte  it possib:  .  .-.' 
t.c  C..)i1.ti·:,,,_·  ~·i,io.T:cing  not  only  seminars  but  also  a  number  of  ad.YR.i~Ced 
t:.·:.~  ing  c::oc::.:c::e::;  IOl'  ACP  officials and  supervisory  staf:::  • 
.  1977,  t:;G  :~cr..inars  Here  held in ]russels1  Luxembou~q; o:.- LonC..on 
.:.nvoi.veci  1"(  ~·.G:o;:::;ions  lasting two  or  three  days,  which  w·ere  attendv  .. 
c. far  ,;.:;o  ;;tu:1e:Yb;.  They  coveJ.'ed  fundamental  aspects  of'  the  Cor.,muni  t~r' 
:  ~·-·J,:i.opmont  IJOlicy  and  notably of the  Lome  Convention,  each beinc 
··. 'lc· •.  a  partiouJ.ar  theme  corresponding to  the  specialization of the 
concernecl. 
·G~.ermoro,  serr.inars  are  to be  held  on  specific  subjects in Europe 
:he  ACP  countries;  one  seminar  is scheduled to  deal with the 
.. ;:ing  of  ·Lur.1an  re:;oul'C8s  and  trainine in the  context  of development 
i~y~ it should enable  ACP  officials to  compare  notes in this field 
,  ••hero  appropriate,  to  take  greater  account  of  skilled labour 
.: .. . :.i.rement ''  Hhen  draHinc  up  their countries'  development  policies. 
·~;  (ther rezional  seminars  were  held in 1978  for  senior  ACP  officials 
,  __ .:  c:upe:rvi:3or;r  staff,  one  in Baneui  on  transport  and  the  other in 
iu~~ of Spain  on  the  Lorn~  Convention. 
I.2.C.3  Public health 
c,'o;;  ~;rejects Here  financed  for  a  total of 12.1 million EUA.  The 
~r0j0cts concerned mainly  the  construction and  equipping of health 
'...<·.its  in rural  areas.  It should be  noted that  commitments  were  made 
i;,  1978  under  the  hen.d.ine  of  educational  infrastructure in respect  of 
"~l>o  establishments for  training health workers  (nursing  and  ancillary 
s~~ aff). .  :··., ~ •Jet  i :-:  o~  ...  !Y .r t.  :L·~  ..  _::_.-:.:...~  interest  1  inCl.SffillC:h  ac  it  i.~..:;  ~(~-.:l..:;cr~""i8(l  ::!<:.:..inlJ' 
··~  _:i.iL,:_;  -~:~~~  ~-~.-:--~:~~.:  ~·e.,_;J;_~  of  the  :7:o.:.t  disa.dv~lr~tt  _::;cc"i  1 Jco:;:c  jn  1'-.:r:  ... l 
.··~  ·:  :._ t  :l.;~  o.i;r~~(L  iJl"i_  J.lly  0-t  ensurinc;  the  trtJ.i 11in~ of  ~\l~il::: 1.[}..:; 
.-.  .:-lvi:;ers,  ~.  ·:-~cJ  ~::  r·:..  :.--cc:ruited  in  :r'lJ  .. rctl  areas  ar1cl  ~:  ... r0  r:J::-_~)o~::..:.:.  ~;"':_ t-
,;j_,.:>enr;inc  pri..-.;_:·J  :.->:.:.1-Lh  care to the populv_tion.  This  :.;c!.lc;ru.::: 1 
'·-'~'  .:..,  bt.:iD[;  ir~:)J c.>,:._.: r.J  +:1  Ch~d,  is fully in l:ccp:ir,:;  ::.::Lh  the  Sl)irit 
e>f  .\.lme,:  ;,tJ.  ~;ocL:.r.-L::.o.1- on  primary health care for  -u-.e  LTe,:.:tuEt 
: .  ·-· ..  '.· :·; -~ ... 
-•.  ·.;; 1  mention  e>l-:m;_:c~  ::c  ;;Jc:.J c  of the  meeting in lo.te 1978  of  cx)~~:;.,i;;; 
_.  ..  -'  _,  Cor::;;  :.:n::.L~.·  c::.ci  -:;_:c  "\CP  State::;  to discuss  the results  ::.::.0. 
cc.;.  :<'.-'.:  .• ions  of  ,_.  --- :::'.•.:·.-~::.on  of EDF-financed projects in t:.e  he<:.:t:! 
..  :.:r:  "'-·~~.  At  ',_,hi:·:  .:;cc >.:_;,  :::.  number  of basic prLJ.ciples for usc  <-:s  a 
c.:':-:.~ c:  '. ')  pro~,;-:··:  "~·, _  ·.: :~re  uorkcd.  out  by mutual  agreement,  the  no::.;~  . 
..  --(1'-"  · ...  -~~~--~  -beir•...:~  ·_  -~,.;  fo}  1o'.::~:~;-= 
·,o  e:::·  ·'  :·.s_:l ~~- c>Jrvices  to the  most  disadva.v:tta..;·-:d.  soctio::c  oi 
-~he  ;;··-~--· ~.  ··.-L·~:.J:  ...  ., 
~o  j  :-.:;~.-ll~~--~·  :.:.:-JCi{ll  c~.::1d  health  component  in all  dcve] opr-:r;11t 
:.  chc:;;er_;  v:L~rcv~r possible, 
to  e,·,:~·-~.ru  ·~}-,at  J.i:Df.\-financed  schemes  are not  limitcrl to 
:  nfr:.:~l-~ •  .:cture  and  equipment  c:.nd  involve  a  co::lbLcu.:tion  of t!-:.0 
.co.r.:·  1xcvJic.ccl  for  in the  Lome  Convention. 
Hater  engineering,  urban  infrastructure and  ~'lousing 
:.ntc  in this  soc tor  in  1978  amou....Yited  to  27.4 million :su"·._, 
.,;:c ...  ..:  the  tota.J  arwu.1t  ;;o;~mittcd since  implemento:tio:1 of the 
·:_::'ion  bc;;~u1  to  73.5  million EUA. 
_  :.  , · ·;  as  in the  preceC.ing  ~rears,  the  bulk of the  financing •·•en•·  to  the 
.:.,_-.-:  ;1atcr  encince~'i!;r; subs ector.  In  addition,  a  number  of housing 
·'·· ,,  :,;··.-:·.:1  i.;Gprovemcnt  scl~coes '.·;ere  financed.  in spite of the difficulties 
'v,_ ..  ;.:-~--~i.i~  the  desi.:;n  of this  t;;--pe  of IJrojoct,  in I·Jhich  acco~mt has to 
'rx.:  :,.~:2<_c;:  both of the  ~ecclc  of the  disadvanto.c;ed sections of the 
;:o~~·:;'  ;.tion and  also of the  lir:lited.  amount  they can pcy in rent. 
i 
):,_,;:-~:!:.-':\tion  m~r]e:  c.t  ,',J.mo:-Ata  (USSH)  in September  1978  at  an 
.- ~c.· .xtional  r~ccti2:c or.;::nized  jointly by  ~THO and  UNICEF. - 15  -
I.  2. D  Trade  promotion 
- ~:;onL,tior.  of  the various trade :promotion activities specified in 
;:--"i.e .. e  :'..}  o:f  the  Lor:~8  Convention  continued vigorously in 1978.  A 
..  :~.  :. :,nti:ll contri  ':J;ltion  1-ras  made  by  a  working meet  in(~ held in Brussels 
.;_,_  :•'.,u~·ua::-y  1978  bet~·reen those  reG:ponsible  for  the  e:;:;:->an~~ion  of  external 
'"  .. ·''  ancl  t:cac.e  pro.~,otion in the  ACP  States and  Corr.mission  officials. 
:·i;.-;ul ieci  :i.n>:;~~  :.J5.a.  in a  number  of activities bein.g  lr.·.lnched.  to 
·.-·,J:;,,) ce  e;(!JOrt ::  o:::'  products  from  the  ACP  States,  thanks to better know-
... :..  >  of tho  i:ooan~-;  available under  the  Lome  Convention  in this connec-
·c:. m·:. 
'1'o ~ •,.'c  cor.:~-..:. t;:, 0:1 t. ;:;  ;_:_r.ier  this :heading amou."lted  at  31  Decer.J ber 19 78  to 
:.u:,~·J:·  2.3  ;1iJ.1io:1  EGA  (of 1-rhich  11  million ELJA  committed .in  1978)  and 
~a~~  ~f tha  ~CP States were  covered.  The  range  of activities was verT 
~ i -- :;  ~  .• 
. · ._  . ~ca
1  ~,~i~t~nce and  training in the field of external  trade 
:anc0  ~~r  bodies with responsibility for  external trade was 
.;-:;d  in  re~;pect  of ten  ACP  States,  notably for the purpose  of 
,,  ',;,,:-·inc  int:ca-ACP  trade.  Training or  advanced vocational  training 
...• :B  f()c•  foreign  trade pGrsonnal  were  undertaken in continuation 
,, .  ~:-.c~  p:rCtctical  training given to  staff of the relevant official 
··-;:;;ments  of the  ACP  States. 
'  ·-~~~ipation in trade  events 
:=,:  :  -:· ':'8  a  total  of 138  appearances  by the  ACP  States were  organized at 
22  ~rocialized fairs  and  shows.  The  slight  drop  recorded by  comparison 
i:i·;;~.  .'c977  reflects the efforts made  during the year under review to 
0oncentrate activities and  means  and  also the policy of  concentrating 
c~ specialized events,  the results of which,  in :promotional  terms, 
\-IOLJ.ld  appear  to  be  more  advantageous  to the producer countries. 
The  establishment  of national  foreign trade promotion centres  should 
boost  the  effects of contacts made  at trade  events. 
Improvement  of cooneration between  economic  operators in the  ACP  States 
and the  Member  States 
Community aid is contributing to the  development  of  two  trade liaison 
bodies whose  purpose is to  provide producers with information on 
European markets  and  the  situation as regards competition,  to assist 
them  in production where  appropriate  and,  lastly,  to  run promotions 
for  specific products:  they are  COLEACP  (Liaison  Committee  for  producer? 
importers and distributors  of tropical fruit  and vegetables)  and  the 
FEDEAU  (Federation for  the  Development  of Utilitarian Artisa'nat ).  It 
has  been proposed that  similar machinery be  established between timber 
producers in the  ACP  States  and European  importers  and users; such  a 
body would  be  most  useful  at  a  time  when  competition in this field is 
becoming increasingly fierce. - 16  -
P:·y;:;ction  a.nn  di ssemin.ation of trade  information in the  Cor.1munity  and 
i~  t~o  AC?  States 
Roc~use of the  importance  of trade  information in promoting trade, 
broc:1ures  on  the  economy  of  many  ACP  States and data  sheets  on  four 
prod;.;.cts  from  each of those  countries have  been  drawn  up  in all the 
Cc:,;r:.unity  lan[;ua,r;es.  This material is used mainly at  the fairs  and 
:;hmrco  in 11hich  the  ACP  States participate. It is also  used by  foreign 
trade promotion  departments  and  by the trade attaches in tho  ACP  States' 
Er:lbassies. 
TecLnical  data  (~l;ects  have  also  been published concerning specios  of 
t:ropical  Hood  tl~a".;  are little kno,.rn  in Europe;  this information gives 
details of  tr-,e  so·.1::-ce  and availability of the various species,  their 
tGc::Onical  c;'~"r<,c'ti0::-istics  and possible uses  fo:=  each  >wod,  i.e.  every-
thine- pote;1-;;ial  ou;yers  need to  know  if they are to take  an  interes-;; 
in  t~e species concerned. 
1:;.:::·~ :1 y,  tochnical  assistance has  been made  available to  a  nwnber  of 
n:.-:.;ional  administrative  departments responsible for  organizing fairs 
(:;i-;-0ria,  Sudan). 
I.2.E  Exceptional  aid 
·,-_  ~978 25.1 million EUA  was  committed under Article 59  of the  Lome 
.::,.:,,Jventic.c:,  brine-ine the total amount  of  exceptional aid granted  since 
_;,,_··.8mentation  of the  Lome  Convention began to  86.4 million EUA.  This 
1.;  :, t;  that  the  amount  still available at  the  end  of 1978 was  63.6 
:.  ~::ion :SUA. 
--~·.  of  ti1e  aili  granted vras  intended to alleviate the  conseg_uences  of 
. ·,::  . ·ht  in  the  Sahel  cou1·1tries  through  the provision of the  seed  and 
. · ... , ilizers essential for  the reactivation of agriculture,  together 
..  :~  ~ ..  veterinary products  and  feed to  safee,ruard  livestock. 
:·.:-:..:·cover,  major  schemes  (7 million EUA)  vrere  approved  and put  into 
c<.:',;ct  throue:h the  agency of the ·united Nations  to  help refugees  in 
various regions  (Horn  of Africa,  repatriation of refugees  from  Zaire). 
In  acdi ti  on,  smaller  schemes  •.;ere  carried out  in connection with 
cholera epidemics  in Burundi,  R>-randa,  Tanzania  and  Zaire  and  1-1i th an 
outbreak of foot-and-mouth  disease in :Botsvlana. 
Lastly,  a  scheme  carried out  in cooperation with the  FAO  and the 
Desert  Locust  Control  Organization helped to  combat  an  invasion of 
locusts in East  Africa. 
To  conclude,  exceptional aid has  so far  been  granted to t'lventy-six 
countries,  eighteen of which are  among  the most  disadvantaged.  It has 
been  supplemented in a  number  of cases  by  emergency food  aid financed 
from  the  Community budget. - 17  -
I.2.F  Stabex 
Although  the  export  earnings  stabilization system  does  not  come  under 
the  heading  of financial  and  technical  cooperation,  the Stabex trans-
fers for 1978  are  given in Table  V  so  as to provide  an overall picture 
of EDF  commitments  and  disbursements. 
In addition to  the  annual transfers,  in 1978  the  Commission received 
for the first  time  requests for  advances under  Article 19(6)  of the 
Convention.  Advances 1-rere  made  to  four  countries  (Gambia,  Mauritania, 
Senegal  and Tonga)  involving a  total of 27.44 million EUA. 
Lastly,  1978  was  also  the first  year in 1vhich  contributions were  made 
towards reconstitution of the resources made  available under the 
system  (by  two  countries,  Cameroon  and Fiji, for  a  total of 2.3 
million EUA). - 18  -
C H A P  T E R  II 
MAIN  ASPECTS  OF  :<'INANCIAL  AND  TECillHCAL  COOPERATION 
The  Lome  Convention laid stress  on  a  number  of principles and policies 
as  guidelines for financial  and  technical  cooperation,  such as pro-
gramming,  aid to  the  least  developed countries and participation by 
the  ACP  States in the  determination and management  of aid.  It also 
provided the  ACP  States i·ri th nevr  instruments  of cooperation such as 
microprojects  and  aid to the least  developed countries,  which were 
pursued in 1978.  .  . 
It is nm.;  time  to  examine  the  situation with regard to financial 
and  technical  cooperation in the light of these guidelines  and new 
·instruments. 
II.l  Pro;>:ramminr; 
Under  the  Lom~ Convention adjustments  can be  made  to  indicative 
programmes  to  take  account  of changes in the  economic  situation 
. of the  re~ipient states or shifts in their priorities. 
In 1978,  for instance,  22  amendments  to  indicative programmes  proposed 
by  ACP  States  (Barbados,  Burundi,  Central  African Empire,  Fiji,  Ghana, 
Guinea,  Equatorial  Guinea,  Guyana,  Jamaica,  Liberia,  Madagascar, 
MalaHi,  Mali,  Ri·ianda,  Sa.'lloa,  Seychelles,  Sierra Leone,  Somalia,  Sudan, 
Tonea,  Trinidad  m1d  Tobago,  Zambia)  were  adopted by the  Community 
authorities and  a  nwnber  of  amendments  i·iere  made  to the  regional 
cooperation progra.'llme  for  the Pacific. 
In the  course  of the  year  indicative programmes were  also  adopted for 
five States ifhich  have  acceded to the  Lome  Convention since it came 
into  force~  namely  Cape  Verde,  Djibouti,  Papua  New  Guinea,  Sao  Tome 
and Principe  and  Surina.'ll. 
Lastly,  the procedures  for  programming the  second  instalment  of 
resources  set  aside for regional cooperation were  in the process 
of  completion by the  end  of the year. 
In view  of the  special nature  and  importance of the conditions that 
have  to  be  met  before projects can  be  implemented in sectors eligible 
for  Bank  aid,  the list given by the  States concerned at the programming 
stage  could only be  indicative. - 19  -
An  overall  assessment  of implementation of the  national  indicative 
programmes  is not  feasible  since the  situation differs  significantly 
from  country to  country.  This  diversity is quite natural  in view  of 
the  specific natures of each  of the  countries concerned and their res-
pective priorities as reflected in the  national  indicative programmes. 
HoHever,  to take  an  indicator vrhich has  the virtue of simplicity, viz 
the percentage  of projects financed in relation to the total cost of 
the indicative programme,  the  ACP  States can  be  divided into three main 
groups: 
17  countries  ~.;hose  indicative yrogrammes  have  been financed to the 
extent  of between  70%  and  100%  (initial commitments). 
22  countries:  between  40%  and  70%; 
14 countries:  under  40%. 
It is therefore evident  that  the level of implementation differs 
considerably depending both on_the particular country and the type  of 
project  concerned.  The  molt  common  bottlenecks occur at the _:preparation. 
and ..implementation  stages~ather than 1'l'hen  projects are  act1.1ally  ~ 
des±ITned.  Sometimes  inadequate  staff and  back-up  measures  Sit  ad.ministra-;-
tive  and management  levels  compromise  effectiveness.  The  C~munity can 
do  little in  such matters  since they essentially relate to ·the natiDnal 
sovereignty of the recipient  country  (economic  policy,  reforms,  struc-
tural  organization and  operation).  · 
The  Commission tries in various ways  to  improve  this situation: 
(~) wherever possible its responsibilities for  identifying and 
preparing projects are  decentralized and placed in the ~arid~ 
of its Delegations in the recipient  countries; 
(ii) technical  ass1stance,  with the  emphasis  on  quality~nd ~uitability 
rather than  on  quantity,  is provided for  specific  ~erations; 
(iii) consultations take place with each ACP  State  forth~ purpose  of 
scheduling the  identification,  study,  preparation and implementa-
tion of projects;  · 
(iv)  arrangements are made  for  exchanges  of information and coordina-
tion with other financial  backers  so  as  to  benefit  from  their 
experience,  avoid duplication and  organize  cofinancing,  especial-
ly in connection with major infrastructure projects. - 20  -
II.2  Measures  in  f;::your  of  the  least  develoued  ACP  States 
In  accordance i>i th ;,xticle  48  of the  Convention,  special  attention .has 
been given  to  the  situation of the  least  developed ACP  Statesx,  especi-
ally as regards1 · 
Distribution of the  programmable  resources 
These  resource::;  Ilave  been distributed in  such  a  way  as to take  ac-
count  of the  special  situation of the  least  developed countries, 
which  have  receive:l  over  60%  of the programmed funds  administered 
by the  Commission  although their population represents only 42% 
of the total population of the  ACP  States. 
Methods  and  terms  of  financing 
(a) The  Convention  does  not  place  any constraints on the  coverage  of 
local  costs.  Commission-administered aid may  therefore cover  as 
much  as the full capital  cost~:  of a  project;  this is particularly 
important  in the  case  of the  least  developed  ACP  States, which 
have  to  contend with objective problems in securing substantial 
contributions. 
The  EITI,  for its part,  is also prepared to assist with the 
coverace  of local costs. 
(b)  Financial  aid to tne  least  developed  ACP  States is granted  on the 
most  favourable  terms possible:  at  31  December  1978,  88.3%  of the 
total  finr1,-ccial  aid received by  such States was  in the  form  of 
e;rants,  compared uith only 62.6% in the  case  of the other  ACP 
States. 
(c)  64%  of financing in the  form  of risk capital  administered by the 
EIB  o-rent  t·:>  the least  developed  ACP  States whereas the other  ACP 
States received  a  larger  share  of aid from  the EIB 1s  own  resources, 
to vrhich  less-fc:.vourable  terms  apply - as is only natural. 
Certain sneci:ic  instruments of cooperation 
(a)  Ti~e  wicroproject  programmes  have  proved especially sui  ted to the 
specific  needs  of the  least  developed  ACP  States:  to  date  opera-
tions  of this type  have  been financed in ten ACP  States in this 
category,  to  the  tune  of 3.2 m EUA. 
(b)  Of  the  29  ACP  States that  have  so  far received Stabex transfers, 
21  come  into the 
11least  developed11  category.  In this connection it 
may  be  noted that  Stabex also provides for preferential treatment 
for  the least  doveloped  ACP  States  (dependence  and trigger thresholds 
at  2.5%  instead of 7·5%,  non-repayment  of transfers). 
(c)  At  a  more  operational level,  particular interest has been taken, 
a·t  the  specific.  request  of the  ACP  States concerned,  in: 
X 
T1:erB  are  1.·:_.  p-;,·0E·.'''t  30 least  develped  ACP  States.  Soon  there will be 
2  2,  wi  ~ 1 ,  _he  accecosion  of Tuvalu  and Dominica. - 21  -
improving the  adminstrative  capacity of the  least  developed  ACP 
States  (training  schemes,  technical  assistance,  etc).  For  instance, 
the  Community  has  so  far  provided  13  of the least  developed  ACP 
States with technical  assistance  so .as to  help  their Ministries 
of Planning and  Econonic  Affairs etc.  to  prepare projects  and 
proeramr.1es  to  be  presented for  Community  financing; 
the  temporary  financing,  on  a  diminishing  scale,  of running costs 
or  major repairs which  these  countries are unable  to cover  from. 
their own  budcets;  such arrangements are  exceptional. 
er.couraginc regional  cooperation projects concerning countries in 
this category:  approximately  60%  of the  funds  programmed  for 
rec:ional  cooperation under  the  Lome  Convention are allocat.ed to 
tl·.e  least  developed  ACP  States.  Special attention has  been  given to 
~:chemes aimecl  at  improving transport  systems  and  communications  so 
as to  give  landlocked countries easier access to the coast. 
The  Community  also gives particular attention to  the problems  of  the 
least  developed  ACP  States when  implementing  the  instruments avail-
able  to it for  cooperation outside the  framework  of the  Lome  Convention. 
For  instance: 
the  least  developed  ACP  States received 90%  of  the food  aid 
allocated to the  ACP  States as  a  whol~ between 1976  and  1978; 
21  least  developed  ACP  States have  received  a  total of 104.7 
million EUA  under  the  CIEC  (Conference  on International Economic 
Cooperation)  Special Action,  corresponding to nearly 70%  of the 
total funds  allocated to  the  ACP  States. 
II.3  Regional  cooperation 
The  financial resources managed  by the  Commission and set  aside for 
regional  cooperation under  the  Lome  Convention  (Article 47)  have  been 
programmed  in two  instalments: 
(i)  An  initial programme,  proposed by the  Commission,  was  adopted in 
March  1977  after being  examined  by the  Community  and  ACP  authori-
ties in accordance vri th the provisions  and procedures applicable 
to  the  programming of  Community  aid. 
At  31  December  1978,  i.e.  less  than two  years after this programme 
had  been  adopted,  financing decisions  taken under the first instal-
ment  of this programme  totalled 129.4 million EUA,  corresponding 
to  approximately 50%  of the programmed resources.  · 
At  that  date  20%  of  the total commitment  had actually been 
disbursed. 
(ii)A second  programme  was  proposed by the  Commission  and  examined  by 
the Community  authorities in September  1978.  It was  finally adopted 
early in 1979  after being exrunined  by the  ACP  authorities,  to which 
it had been transmitted in September 1978.  It has now  therefore 
reached the  stage  of project  appraisal  and preparation  of the 
relevant  financing decisions. - 22  -
The  EIB  has  allocated  23  million EUA  out  of the  resources it manages 
for  two  regional  projects,  one  costing 20  million SUA  and  concerning 
a  clinker plant  for  Toea,  Ivory Coast  and  Ghana  and  the  other  a 
3  million EUA  global  loan to  the  Caribbean Development  Bank. 
The  above  ficure::;  :or fir:ancial  comnitments,  while  not  spectacular, 
may  ·De  rega.rclcd  a.o;  c:.J.tisfactory in view  of the  objective difficulties 
(in connection 1;ith planning,  preparation and  coordination)  inherent 
i:r:  rcgionc:.l  COO})Cration  operations,  especiall;y in the  industrial 
::;ector.  It  s::oulci  oe  noted that  the  general trend toHards  cofinancing 
is  o~e factor  that  slows  down  effective implementation  of certain 
lar.::e-scale  recior,<;.l  cooperation projects  since  inevitably time  and 
e::~:ic.'t  are  needed  to  find  the  necessary financial  backers. 
"'c;,:.c~<  from  purely  fi;:-,ancial  considerations  and  vii th all the reserva-
tiu;·.:;  that  mu:::.t  ir-,evi tably accompany this  experimental  aspect  of the 
jj;;:C  Convention,  recional  cooperation can  be  said to  be  a  particularly 
e.i.'J.';:;ctive  in::;trur.1ent  in fostering  among  the  ACP  States the political 
-,.;iJL  to  intecrate their  economies  more  harmoniously on  a  regional basis. 
11.4  Microprojects 
T:~e  ACP  States  and  the recipient  communi ties continue to take  a  keen 
interest  in microprojects. 
Under  tho  Lome  Convention 20  million EUA  is set  aside for this type  of 
o;,eration to >·rhich  29  ACP  States have  already had recourse for  a 
programmed.  amount  of 18.6 million EUA.  The  actual  commitment  rate of 
50';1o  can  be  considerecl  satisfactory >-<hen  it is  remembered that  this 
aspect  of  the  Convention  only got  properly under way  in mid-1977. 
A  breo.kdorm  of the  prog-rammes  presented confirms that the  conditions 
stipulated in the  Convention  have  been ful1y satisfied,  namely that 
projects mus-t  stem  from  an  initiative taken by  the  local  community, 
meet  a  real priority need,  especially in rm·al  agreas,  and be  financed 
on  a  tripartite basis.  It also gives  an  idea of the  sectors which the 
local  communities  consider to  be  of priority interest.  For  instance, 
40%  of the  operations  concern social facilities:  schools,  rural dis-
pensaries, maternity hospitals,  social centres for  women  and  young 
people,  etc. 
A..--J.other  major  area  (20%  of  the operations)  is water  engineering 
schemes  (wells,  boreholes,  water  supply systems). 
In the  light  of  the initial results,  1-l'hich  are  encouraging though still 
fragmentary,  many  ACP  States have  e}.-pressed their intention of giving 
microprojects  greater prominence  in -their  indicative programmes  from 
now  on. 
Now  that  the two-year  experimental  phase provided for  in {he  Lome 
Convention is drawing to  a  close,  the  Commission is in a  position to 
dete:r·mine  in greater detail  the  optimum  conditions for  implementing 
mioroprojects. - 23  -
II.5  Financins  of  small  and  mediu~-sized enterprises 
To  assist  small  and  medium-sized  enterprises in overcoming their 
financial  and  technical  drawbacks  they have  to  contend with and  thus 
facilitate  economic  diversification and  job creation,  the  Lome  Con-
vention provides for  a  number  of measures. 
The  aim  of  these measures  is to  combine  financial  assistance  (credit 
lines  granted. to  appropriate  local  financing  bodies which are res-
ponsible  for  supplying credit to  small  businesses) with highly 
diversified  forms  of technical assistance to  specialized bodies  con-
cerning themselves  >vi th the  development  and  counselling of  small  and 
medium-.sized  enterprises,  supplying  them  with information  on technical 
or  manaeement  aspects  and  organizing technical;  administrative  or 
business training for  the  persons  who  run them. 
(a)  Credit  lines:  a  number  of development  banks  have  been selected 
as intermediaries bet••een the  Community  and  small  and medium-
sized enterprises. 
(b) 
In 1978  the  Commission  approved  seven financing proposals for 
a  total  of 4.7  million EUA  relating to  special  loans  openincr 
credit lines for  ACP  States in the Pacific  (Fiji,  Samoa  and 
Tonga)  and  Carribean  (Belize,  Bahamas)  and  for  Ghana. 
The  same  year the EIB allocated from  its own  resources  43  million 
EUA  in global  loans to  a  number  of development  financing  bodies 
(Liberia;  Nigeria,  Tanzania,  Trinidad and Tobago,  Zambia  and the 
Carribean region).  It also  committed 1.4 million EUA  in risk 
capital for various types  of financial  aid to  development  finan-
cing bodies  in Liberia,  Seychelles  and  Zambia. 
Other measures:  Action  to assist  small  and medium-sized enter-
prises also  took the  form  of  setting up  specialized bodies  (the 
OPP1rn  - Office  de  promotion des petites et  moyennes  entreprises -
in the  Central  African Empire),  technical  cooperation  (industrial 
develoument  centres in Nigeria to which the  Community is sending 
two  pr~ject managers),  the  establishment  of industrial estates 
arid  training  schemes. 
The  construction of various -vrelfare facilities has  also provided 
an  opportunity to  give basic  and further  training to the  adminis-
trative,  technical  and  management  staff of the national  small 
and medium-sized enterprises which are  to  execute  the projects 
concerned. 
II.6  Assistance  and transfer of technolo&r. 
The  Community  actively pursued its applied research activities in 
1978.  Attention vras  focused  mainly on  new  sources  of  energy as this 
subject is of particular interest to  tne  ACP  States. 
Contributions toward.s  such activitie3 are still fairly modest  since 
only  4%  of the credits earmarked  fo.c  cooperation in the  energy sector 
have  been used for this purpose.  Nonetheless,  those  operations that 
have  been undertaken are  of co-::·.siderable  interest  since their  success - 24  -
has  borne  out  the validity of  the  four  basic principles on which they 
were  founded: 
(i)  use  of techniques that  are  new  yet  sufficiently developed 
to  avoid excessive risk; 
(ii)  integration into larger-scale projects,  looking beyond  the 
ene-rgy  sector; 
(iii)  limitation of  investment; 
(iv)  adjustment  to  the particular environment  concerned. 
Interest was  centred  on  solar  energy in the strict  sense  and  on 
biomass  and  geothermal  energy. 
A contribution of  200  000  EUA  1-ras  made  for.  the preparation of  a 
Commission-run  seminar  in Varese  to  discuss  solar  energy as  an 
instrument  of development  Hith the result that preparatory meetings 
could  be  arranged  in Nairobi  and  Bamako. 
II.  7  Traininrc  of  suncrvisory and managerial  staff and vocational 
traininp; 
Specific mention is made  in Protocol  No  2  to  the  Lome  Convention of 
the  training of  supervisory and managerial  staff and  the  retr~ining 
of officials of  the  ACP  States.  The  ACP-EEC  authorities accordingly 
reiterated,  in 1978,  that particular attention must  be  given to 
operations  of this type. 
As  in previous  years,  a  very special effort was  made  in 1978  to  promote 
training using the various  instruments available,  namely: 
(' ) 
(i~) 
(iii l  (iv 
(v 
(vi; 
scholarships  and training courses; 
advanced training sessions;· 
symposia; 
provision of  instructors; 
specific training schemes; 
provision of training as  a  part  of projects. 
As  virtually all  the  indicative  Community  aid programmes  have  now 
reached the  implementation  stage,  priority must  continue  to  be  given 
to training in the  ACP  States themselves  (national  or regional 
establishments),  especially the training of technical  and middle 
management  staff.  As  a  general rule  scholarship holders are  sent to 
Europe  only in cases 1-rhere  there  are  no  specialized establishments  on 
the  spot  that  can provide the particular course  desired6 - 25  -
II.B  Participation by  the  ACP  States  in  the  selection of Operations 
and  thn  admi~istration of financing 
Community  financing  takes  the  form  neither of unilateral assistance 
(arbitrarly eranted or  refused)  nor of handouts.  An  essential 
feature  is active  cooperation at all stages  and  the  sharing of 
riehts and  oblir;ations  bebreen  the Com:nuni ty and  the  ACP  States, 
which  are  free  to  choose  their own  development  model  and  retain 
full  sovereignty  in  the  matter. 
The  OECD  Development  AGsistance  Committee  (DAC),  after its most  recent 
examination of  Com~unity aid,  on 13  Februa~y 1979  in Paris,  stressed the 
innovatory  nature  of EEC  action in the  development  cooperation sector. 
It expressed  a  keen  interest in the  measures  adopted  and  the  institutions 
set up  with  a  view  to  achieving  a  cooperation policy  founded  on  a  cont-
. inuous  dialogue·  \·Jith  the  representatives  of· the associated countries. 
Such  cooperation is evident at all stages,  from  prograr.Jming  - Hhere 
the  keynote  is flexibility,  as is borne  out  by  the  amendments  made 
to  certain indicative  programmes  - through  to  the  implementation of 
projects  financed  by  the  Commission,  via  the  intermediate  stages of 
preparation and appraisal. 
The  procedures  that  culminate  in financing  decisions  ha~e been simplified 
and  made  more  flexible.  For  example  : 
(i)  projects  costing less than  1  million EUA  are  dealt  ,.lith under 
a  fast  written procedure.  In 1978,  this procedure  was  used 
for 33  projects  totalling 18  million EUA; 
(ii)  there  is an expedited  procedure  for  immediate  exceptional  aid 
up  to  a  limit of  300  000  EUA  per  operation.  In 1978,  this 
procedure  't:as  used  for  14  operations totalling 2.9  million EUA;. 
(iii)  decisions  on  technical cooperation projecto  (up  to  a  limit of 
500  000  EUA  per  operation),  trade  promotion xhemes  (up  to  a 
limit of 100  000  EUA  per  operation)  and  microprojects  have, 
since  the  end  of 1977,  been  taken by  the  Chief Authorizing 
Officer under  overall  commitment  authorizations.  Sin6e  the 
Convention  came  into  force,  this procedure  has  been  used  for 




decisions  concerning training are  taken very  promptly in the 
context  of multiannual  programmes  :  53  such  programmes  have 
been  approved  for  a  total of 77.6  million EUA. 
The  national authoriticc;  remain  fully  responsible  for ihe  execution of 
projects. It is their task,  for  instance,  in compliance  with  the 
provisions of  the  Lo~e Convention,  to  issue  invitations to  tender, 
receive  tenders,  make  proposals  for  the  aw~rd of contracts, ·sign 
contracts or  estimates  and  perform  acceptance  formalities.  An  essential 
feature  of the  Lome  Convention is there fore  the  po\•1ers  and responsibility 
to  be  exercised by  the  recipient Statec;. - 2t;,  -
~ow  th2t  the  bnaic  principles  zovcrning  selection and  aid management 
hav~  ~c0n outlined,  thn  ti8c  h~c come  to  assess  ha~ they  operate  in 
p~ac~~cc. This  ~oceocmant will  inovitably be  qualified as  the  results 
ol;se~vo~ nrc  fnr  ~rom  unifor~. This  ic hardly  surprioin~ in  view  of the 
vcr~  ~i:~crent situnticnc of  the  lCP States  (as  rcga~ds area,  populatiori, 
l~n~u,~2 1  cli~atc a11d  rccources  as  well  as legislation,  administrative 
practices,  locvl  CU3~o~c nnd  so  on,  even units of  measurc~ent)and the 
variety of  dcvelo)~cnt  ~adele adopted. 
Thou~:!  ~n  mo3t  coccc  the  execution of projects has  been  fully satisfact-
or:;  1  ~ .,  othc~A'~  di !':"icul  ·~~es  and  cleln;,rs  have  arisen at various. stages, 
thu::;  ler:c;thening  thf::  c:,a.i:-,  cf procedures  from  the  initial decision  up 
to  t11c;  ~·i::n.l  j_l<-<J:~Jcnt  r:;,1~'kin~  completion of ir:.plementation  in the  field. 
Ac  ~he  Co~rnuni~y  invnria~ly applies  the  snrne  procedures,  the  tnevitable  gener~ 
co~cl~sion rn~~t  ~e  thnt  the  recipient  countries have  not  fulfilled the 
vario".l:->  responsibili  tics entrusted  to  them  under  the  Convention at  the 
same  speed  in all cases. 
ITowevnri  since  the  last  months  of 1978,  the  rate of payments,  and 
conseq~cntly the  execution of projects, has  been significantly stepped 
·up.  Bcbrcen  1977  and  1978  payments  rose  from  155  million EUA  to  321 
million  EUA  (+  106  %).  There  is every  indication that  this trend will  . 
continue  in 1979  and  that  the  project  throughput  will steadily  improve~ 
In all,  125  invitations  to  tender  (i.ri.  an  average  of over  10  a  month) 
involving  a  total of 194.5  million  EUA  were  i~sued in 1978  compared with 
only  71  invitations  to  tender  in 1977. 
The  breakdown of this total is as  follows 
ti)  17  invitations to  tender  for  works  under  the  normal  procedure 
for  a  total of 128.7  million  EUA  (an average  of 7.6  million EUA 
per  contract); 
(ii)  39  invitatior;.s  to  tender  for  '''orks.  under  the  expedited  procedure 
for  a  t:otal of 21.2  million EUA  (an  average .of 543  598  EUA  per 
contract); 
(iii)  69  invitations  to  tender  for  suppLles  involving  a  total of 44.6 
million EUA  (an  avera,:;e  of 646  137  EUA  per  contract). 
It is worth  notinG  that  ne~rly 28  % of the  tenders  and  contracts  for 
Commission-funded  projects  went  to  ACP  State  firms  (compared with 
slightly under  23%  in the  context  of  the  second Yaounde  Convention). 
The  number  of  financing  a,;reements  signed  during  the  year also  rose 
sharply  :  214  agreements  Here  signed in 1978  for. a  total of 
470  907  000  EUA  compared Hith 78  agreements  the  previous year. - 27  -
II.9  Evaluation  of  completed  projects 
1.  ~orkin~ McthodG 
In 1978  it was  still too  early  to  implement  Articles 50  and  57  of  the 
Lam&  Co~vontion on  the  evaluation of the  impact  and  results of the  terminated 
projects.  This  can  be  done  once  the  first  sizabl·e  project's  financed  under  the 
Lom6  Con7ention have  been  com~leted. 
EoHcvcr,  the  Commisaio:-:  ho..G  coHtiaued  to  evaluate projects  financed under 
previou~ EDFs  in co:tjunction with  independent  consultants  and  the 
autho~itiao in  the  AC~  States~  especially where  integrated rural 
dovclopm:;r,t  nncl  nrtCJ.r.  and  ··r.i.llage  \-later  supplies are  conce:..~ned. 
Gener0l  .spca~:.!.:1~,  t:tic  e·mluation work  shoald be  instrur:~ental in 
clarifyinc and  i~provin~ the  aid policy  for  the  sectors  concerned 
so  that  Limil~r schexcs  to  be  financed  in the  future  will be  more 
efficient.  It  put~ into practice  the  Convention principle whereby 
completed  development  schemes  are  to  be  evaluated  jointly by  the 
ComniUnit::  and  the  ACP  States. 
Consultations  took  place  in 1978  on the  conclusions of an earlier 
Rectornl  evaluation on  capital projects in the  public health sector. 
For  this purposct  the  Commission  organized  a  meeting of ACP  and  EEC 
experts  from  11  to  13  December  1978  in Freetown at  the  invitation of the 
Sier:r;:\  Leone  Government.  The  meeting  resulted in an agreement  on  a 
joint text  on basic principles and  recommendations,  vlhich  have  been 
put  to  the  appropriate  joint ACP-EEC  bodies  (Committee  of Ambassadors). 
I:1  addition  to  thi3  l>ectoral  approach,  the  Commission  began  an  overall 
evaluation in 1978  of all  Co~nunity financing  in  two  countries which 
were  chosen  as  test rases.  This  was  in answer  to  a  request  by  the 
Zuropean Parliament  in 1977  that  the  Commission  should look at  the 
impact  of Commuaily  financing  on  the  economic  and  social  development 
of the  recipient  countries. 
The  Niger  and  Rwando  Governments  were  the  first  to  give  approval  fo~ an 
overall evaluation of this nature  to  be  carried out  in their respective 
countries by  consultants Harking  closely with their national  depar~ments. 
The  first results of  these  overall  country-by-country evaluations will 
be  available  in  1979 •. 
The  EIB,  for  its part,  given  the  nature  of its loa4  financing,  is 
responsible  for  nonitoring projects not  only during  implementation 
but  also  during  the  operational  phase  until  the  loans are  repaid.  It 
thus  makes  periodical progress  reports  on  the  projects being  financed. 
2.  Princiual lessons  to  be  learned  from  the 
evaluations  completed 
The  main  conclusions  drawn  by  the  Com~ission from  the  two  sectoral 
evaluations  completed  in 1978  are - ~-
(o.)  IH::oi';rc..ted.  n~ral dc:V·'<top:n<"nt  pro::.;ro.r.:mes  ---------------------------------------
A rural  dcvcloJ~cn~ project,  in  a~dition to  itc  macro-economic 
o~--~(;·ctives,  r.t:a;_:,t  r1oc~:  not  O:-"  .. l:r  to  incrcas~::  p:-od"J.ction  but  also 
.:"l.~-!c~  t_._:;ove  all  to  :_:::.._Jrl)·\rc  tl:c:  livi~c  ota~1rlo.::-ds  o: .villace  communities 
cad  i1:tcgratc  ~~~~r various activities  (crop-~rowinc, stock-farming, 
CJ:.::.:-~:s)  r.;oi  .... C  ~t~1ly  ~:  .. to  tl:e  Ino;ic·rn  eco:J.or.1y ..  To  acl:icve  tr  .. iG 1  tl1e 
;Jrojcct  r1uc~  fi:r:.;·~  ~;1d  for·-:i-:'lOs"!:  enable  the  people  COl"lCer!le::.  to 
iacr~~uc  the  ,raC~c~ivity of  t~eir resources,  particularly their 
lc..bo:.Jl',  so  ac.  t::.  ":.;.;Cu::Jc  bo':ter able  to  satisfy  thci:::'  vario•u:;  needs 
c..nd  ~~piratio::~  ~~~  ulti~c~cly make  progrecs  on  their own  initiative. 
~  ~ro~~ct or  t~i~  ~~turc is 3Ubject  to  nu~erous  econo~ic,  technical, 
n~tur~l anJ  ro~c~o-cociological risks.  Conseq~cntly,  the  levels of 
pro~uctio~,  o~?~~.  incomes,  etc.  set  down  as  pro~ect objectives 
;r;L:::;'..:  ·:-'~  r~:::;ard-:::0.  as  ~  .. ere  forecnsts  of Hhat  can  'Je  ac}-<ieved  after a 
!ll"<:l~,,,,.  of years  i::1  t!:.e  li,:;ht  of the  initial technical  and  e~ono;:-,ic 
C0i::.:::..tions. 
t~ ~=  ~he  main  ~actorc that  make  these  for~CBStG ULCertain  is the 
fcc~ that  the  producers,  who  are  the  prime  movers  of  rur~l  develop~ent~ 
a2~pt their  bchavio~r according  to  their own  limitations  and 
''<~::,:·.:ttions.  ':'11Csc  quite  frequentl~r differ  from  those  of the 
;:;  ~:....t~.:;  concc:r-:J.c-d .\·!hich  devise  "projects"  nn.d  put  in requests  for 
r~~c~,  and  f=o~ those  of the  institutions responsible  for  carrying 
o~t  the  projects. 
I.f  we  arc  to  ensure  that  the  interests of the  public au·chorities 
~~~ tho  farmers  involved  actually coincide,  the latter must  be 
co:_G~!J. ~ed ac  f2.r  as  possible  on  the  planning ana  execi.ltion  of 
development  scl1cmes 1  the  choices  and  decisions  involved and 
2valuatio::1  of  the  resul~s. Evaluation is vital to  ensure  that 
the~e schemes  are  effective. It must  be  carried out  reg~larly in 
a~ o~jectiva manner  tt~J~~:Jut the life of the project  so  that 
the  ob~cctives,  strategies  a~d instruments  can  be  geared  to  the 
fundncental  goals  in  accordance  with results already obtained  and 
economic  and  technical  chang0s  thnt  have  occured  durins  the 
execution of the  Gchcme.  Flcxibilit;{ in  carr~.·ins out  the project 
must  co  hand  in l::,ncl  uit"c..  strict  implc:ncntation.  If both  flexibility 
and strict  impla~entation arc  to  be  achieved an  accompanyins  eval-
uation o.f  the  impact  of  t1Y. project  is absolutely  necessary. 
In·.rolving  the  inhv.bit;:nts  in  sche::10s  to  develop  tr.c  rural  economy 
implies  t1w.t  the  pl::mninc;  of these  cchcr.Jes  must  take  account  of 
the  basically intcgrnted  nature  of village  communities  and  farms. 
Specific  schcr.1c~  must  therefore  be  based  above all on  a  serious 
~~·~J  of cxistinc  far~ine structures;  they  must  be  devised essentially 
to  cope  with  the  we~kncsaes nnd  bottlenecks that  check progress 
in  these  intecratcd structures.  These  projects  must  be  designed 
and  i~plemented in such  a  way  as  to  reduce  to  a  tolerable  level the 
ris~s to  the  rural population's  food  supplies  and  financial  r~sources 
thnt  the  innovations entail. They  must  therefore  seek  to  reconcile 
two  ~3sic needs  of the  rural  community~  namely  progress  and  a 
secure  existence.  The  innovations  must  thus  be  introduced in a 
erad~~J.  a~d balanced  ~anner. - 29  -
The  intcerated nature  of  these  farming  structures  does  not,  however, 
imply  that  they  arc  homogeneous.  The  rural world  can  be  subdivided 
into widely  differing catocories,  each  with its special needs.  The 
schemes  are  dcsiened  to  assist  t.~1er..  to  r.:ake  technical and  economic 
progress  an~ must  therefore  be  geared  to  the  interests and  capacities 
of these  main  categories. 
The  effcctivocoss of these  schemes  still hinges  to  a  large  extent 
on  the  farmers'  ability to  organize  themselves  into socio-occupational 
structures which  enable  them  to  take  collective  "-~0sponsibility for 
their own  development  and act  as  a  link with official bodies  and 
authorities. 
If these  rural development  schemes  are  to be  fully effective,  they 
should also  be  included in national  economic  and social policies 
that are  geared consistently towards  promoting  the  welfare  of the 
rural population and  the  orderly  development  of the  natural 
resources which provide  the  populatiori with its livelihood. 
The  lesson to  be  drawn  from  the  evaluation is that  emphasis  should 
be  placed  on  the  need to  sustai~ these  projects until they  can be 
run and  expanded entirely by  the  people  and national  departments 
concerned.  Even if only  modest  procress is made,  it should  ~e 
viable  and  lasting.  This  is why  any  technical assictance  afforded 
to  prepare  and  carry out  projectG  must  above  all mobilize  and.train 
the  inhabitants and  national  manae;ement,staff  concerned  rather ·than 
seek  to  manase  funds  or  carry out  sche~ea itself. If this  ~pproach 
is not  adopted,  even spectacular results will turn out  to  be  of 
short  duration and  therefore  disappointing. 
(b)  Urban  and  villnc;e  \·W.ter  supplies 
--------------~-----------------
Urban  water  sunplies 
The  main  objective  of urbcn water  supply  systems,  which  is to  increase 
the  availability of  drinking water  to  meet  increase  in  demand,  has 
been  c;enerally  o.chii!Ved.  Ho,,Jever,  the  ir..habi tants  do  not  ah;ays  make 
full  use  of public  installations.  Owing  to  the  fairly serious  lack of 
av:arcness  of the  hysienic properties of  the  vra ter supplied  the 
people  co:1tinue  to  use  trnditional  sources of vlater.  If investments 
ate  to  be  kept  within  reasona~le pro,ortions,  capacity should be 
based on effective  demand  rather  than  on objective  needs,  up  with 
requirements  rather than anticipating them. 
As  recards  the  general  approach,  preference  should be  given  to 
subterranean vmtcr  Hhich is,  technically speaking,  easier and 
less costly to  make  available  for  use  than surface water. 
Since  losses of water are  often considerable,  any  extension project 
should  be  preceded by  an  in-depth  examination of the  oppbrtunities 
for  improving  the  output of existing installations  (repairing of 
leaks  and  improvements  in management)o - 30 -
'Vlhc.ther  the  installations  e.re  •;iable  depends  largely  on  the 
managint;  body,  "'hich  must  try to  rGconcile  the  social objectives 
of 'dater  policy  <..ri th  the  requiremerls  of sound  financial  management. 
Management  models  that allow  a  ~reater degree  of  financial  responsib-
ility seem  more  likely to  be  efficient ana  economical. 
A project's success also  hinges  on appropriately scaled charges, 
and  the  principles  for  this are  as  follows  :  firstly all costs  must 
be  covered;  secondly,  charges  must  be  the  various  consumer  groups  and, 
lastly, all consumers  must  make  a  direct  financial  contribution. 
Villnge  water  fiHJ?TJlies 
Evaluations  have  shown  that  the  extent  to  vihich  a  ne\v  village water 
supply  system  is utilized varies  considerably according  to  the 
availability and  diocharges  of alternative  (traditional)  supply 
points.  Such  systems  are  particularly in demand  \._!here  they  satisfy 
a  quantitative  need  (availability,  permanence,  accessibility). 
!1oreover,  an  improvement  in the  quality of the  \·later  supplied  (e.g., 
concrete  wells  as  compared with  traditional sources)  has little effect 
on  the  population  1 s  overall  he~\l  th.  Al  thouch  open  w~lls are  directly 
exposed  to  pollution and wella  or boreholes with  pumps  less  so, 
co:1.tar.lination  (particularly human  contamination)  takes place  betHeen 
the .stage  of  drawing  the  water  and  consumption.  So  if the health 
situation is to  be  improved  water is not  sufficient;  something  must 
also  be  done  to  improve  general hygiene  (disposal of excreta,  health 
education~ housing,  nutrition,  etc .• ). 
'~:,e  other expected effects on  development  tu~ned out  to  be  fairly 
insignificant  :  in  some  regions 1  villa~e wells  or boreholes  could  be 
c;seJ  to  extentl  o'cher  clevelop:-:1ent  scl-1cr:1es  (,,;a~erin6 of  dl·!J.aGht  animals) 1 
but  in  the  cases ~udied they  did  not  leaS automatically  to  new 
a~ricultural or craft  ac~ivities 1  immigration  into  the area or a 
slower  rate  of rural  depopulation. 
The  projects should be devised  in the  licht of policies and  stratecies 
do signed  to  meet  the  pri.o:-i ty  needs  of  Uw  inhabitants  conc.erned  ';_,y 
combininc the  social  o~jectives of water  supplies  with  effec~iveneas 
and  cfl'"icionc:;  ~\.:q~~·.irc::i~n1;t:;t>  I-Io\,Jever 1  theGe  policies  and  strategies may 
he  diotorted as projects  p~ss throuch  their variouo  staces  :  (a)  by 
locnl politicnl  circurnstc~ccG and  (b)  by  technical  and  financial 
influences  stcm:H::.ns  ~r-':1:::;  the  specific  conclitions  for  the  preparation 
nnd  implementation of projects  (village selected 1  location of inst-
allations) 1  drnwn  up  in  t;1e  li,sht  of socio·-economic  and hydro-geological 
studies~  should be  made  as strict as  possible. - 31  -
Finally,  there  are  three  rnain  leccons  that  can  be  drawn  from  this 
evaluation  : 
(i)  Projects or  program~cs .should not  be  confined 
exclusively  to  providinG water  supply  installations but 
should  lli3o  include  the  setting up  or strengthening of 
institutior.al and  financial  structures  (management  bodies, 
appropriate  charges). 
(ii)  Water  supply  plans  and  programmes  should be  coordinated 
with other sectoral and/or regional  development  programmes. 
(iii)  The  national authorities should  endeavour  to  frame  a 
national  drinking-Hater policy which ties in with their 
general  developmen~ policy,  determines  the principles  for 
using  and  managing  water  and provides  the  framework  for 
investment plans  and  programmes  and  the  related schemes. .32 
~=:~  ~~~~auG  coo?cr~~~o~ ~odies and  procedures  were  for  th&  most  part set 
::.:._:;  ::.1;  ~:)76  D.nc  "'.;_,77. 
~lt~c~:~  ac~i~ity ~a~ sustained throushout 1978  it did  no~ reach  the 
~ra~inr  u~ of the  gc~ercl conaitiocs 
~"'-,~-- -.··  __ _.  __  b  .-~.-.~:  ic:·._·  22  of Protocol  N°  2  to  tl12  Lome  Co:1V0ntion  on  ti:e 
~;-:::  .... J-- .··:_llc:~  <·'~.:.::.ica1Jle  to  contracts  financed  fro1~:  3:!:/F  resources 
_.>.ere:·  't~  ~;,~  Con:~i:;:.>:!.on,  the  CommuLity  has  fo~'\·:&l·d-ed  to  th£:: 
.~s  :r::-~  sencr~:  c~~ditions for  works  contrec~~  C:  E~~~h 1)78) 
.  ·:  :t  ;:;_  ..  - ..  -::."~--~  ..  cor,,_~::.-io:-,s  for  service  cor.tracts  (5  July "1978).  The 
·  ... ,.,  ... .  : . 
.. teL  ,, ;·  ;."llle3 1  :.:~-·  d:cD-l't  general  conditions  for  supply  contracts, 
for~~~-a8~  ve~y soon.  All  of  thes~ texts are  still to be  negociated 
.. .. _.  ,  ..  Ac-.--.  S'~ate::;  liGi::Jl'C  being  fina~ adopted by  the  ACP-EEC  Council. 
\  "'1  '"  -~  .... 
Tn~ustrial cooperation bodies 
.~.  · ·  rc  -~or  Industrial Development  (CID) 
-- ...  J,;.:;t  rocources  placed at the  diGposal  of the  Centre  were 
•·  ~-~. - , ..  _, J  L1  1978  so  that  the  CID  was  able  to  widen·  and intensify 
•~:  ..  ~  '-~:.:.vi tics of  disse~>inating information,  Cl.Jveloping  contacts, 
1--_·>:.>::.:-.  .:_;  pi>ojccts  and  cpecific  technical  cooperation in  the industrial 
~.:.~:~  ;~r the  benefit  of  the  ACP  States. 
r_-;,-~·(;  .~':  its role  as aa  information body  and  an  intermediary oet\veen 
:>:.: ...  :::-~:<I  ar.d  A8P  firr:::::,  the  CID  has  been able  to  help  firms  in the 
~~~ ~~~~cs to  obtai~ better information on  the  opportunities of finding 
)~! :~~~ Europ0an  pa~tners for  sett~ng up  or  ~rengthening their 
~;~~:  c!ive  and  narketi6S  systems  and,  at  the  request  of the  ACp  States, 
~~t~~l:J to  carry out  cooperation projects with' these  partners. 
:~;_lS  r:.ls;:;  ::cl~)CU  to  rinpoint  training  I  study  and  advisory 
:'.-:-:·,  ,_;  .·:::  .. ent::;  :::.at  ccc:l<:  ;;c- :ile t  by  the  CI:!)  i tsclf,  Community  institutions 
.:.:;  ....  ~; :.: . .-:::.,  dev~.-::lv:prnt::::.t  co-:)paration  bodies • 
I:avi~~  c~mplotei its study of the  main  problems still outstanding 
::.n  ~:.(:  :~iel.::  o::  i:.:stitL<  ~ i~ll1S  and  rules,  the  Committee  haG  set out 
:~i~~~:~~s for  ~he CID'a  future  activities  •. - 33  -
:n 1978,  the  coor~i~~t~on and  h~rmonization of aid  ~~-~incd  o~~ of the 
C:; 1n:~r...:.~~ ~~: 1 s  princ:_:;-:;._1  concerns.  1·ieasures  were  tn.1;:ell  .!co  l1C.i'l:ivni=c  .. :..id. 
\'! i. t1·. i:1  ~:1e  Cor:H1i"U.l'~i -~:  ...  ;;,.~ld  to  c nsure  coordination  \·lit!:  i~t~r;:~  tl  o_:1al 
fir...:t:ac ~:l[S  aiJ  bol!.ie:c~. 
(i)  cencral  1acet~n~G dealing with aid principles  ~n~ objcct~~oa, 
:::;ectoral  suic1elines  ancl  tc:.king  stock of  pro~ect;:;  rc~uiri!~g co-. 
iina:-;.c in.;, 
c.:;  _,d  :::.:..  r::e:;:;ti:-~.::;:::;  dealing  :v:itl1.  the  co-financirrc of specific 
:>ro~c.:ct.::.,  ,,,:lie:,  \·!ere  arrangecl  on  the  initiative of  tbi:-·  ACP 
_ ..  1:..:'/?,  th~~  ::;;;,;_,!·: .... :1i',::r  dre'<!  t:.p  a  document  on  the  policy  to  be  i'ollo•·:ed 
~-·  ~~-:~~anc~~c  i~  ~o  far  as  the  resources  administered by  t~?  Com~issia~ 
.·::·~·  c..: ...  c;  crn:c'l.  -::::1is  C:.ocument  sets out  the  advantages of co-financinJ ana 
-·:,.:::...;  ::: .  .-:tt  Cc;7:mu;::i·;;y  aid can be  channelled into both  co-finaacin;;  0.!1d 
··--·~->::  fi.:C<nd;::~.  The  dc::;irability of standardizing project appraisal 
--~~~.:  ;,::.:cation  proc,;G.ur.;;:::  l<:as  stressed. 
~:i~r- w~re  a  nu~ber of oppcrtunities in 19Z8  to  put this policy  into 
:~::;·.;.;'  • .:.<.:.c:.  I·:::::  r.min  impa;::'.; \..:as  to increase  funds  co:nmitted  in the  ACP 
:~·'.;.-;.";..:::.;  ·-:·  spcci:.,'..lizec1  :,rc.~:,  ~-=,)~ies.  Statistics rcferrint;  to  the  ..-,.;hole 
c:  t~~ pcrio2  covered by  the  Lom6  Convention  a~d dealing with 35  co-
_:::.;.::i;;~.:  __;  p,·ojcc~s  sho·.-.r  tl":.o.t  about  18  ~$  of the project appropriations 
-:<  ·:  ·~, ·.·  ::uro  }'ie a.:1  Dave  lop::~en  t  Funcl  have  been  used  for  co -financing.  The 
0-:·;: .. :c;.:it:;''S  ::h~.re  of nll theze  projects,  \·rhich  cost  2  800  Dillion :SUA, 
~~~ 13  ~.  i.e.,  a  multiplier effect  in the  ~egion of 8;  the  contribution 
o;  ~rab  funds  went  up  from  19  %in 1577  to  22% in 1978;  thia  figure 
is likc}y  to  ri3e  in  t~c  future. 
J-..S  rc:.:;~"<:·ds  Oj)cratioas  by  t:w  Bank,  co-financing is the  general  rule. 
~~d.::r  :;_~:;.G  St:t.tutc,  the  3ar~:~  may  grant  only  l~artfinancins and  for 
cac~  cc~emc  i~ wt~ch  i~  is  involved it must  therefore  collaborate 
wi~~ ot~0r  natio~al,  ~ilat0ral  (i~cluding Ar&b  funds  to  an  increasing 
dcc;rod  or  intc~·;:(~'~ic;:al  ijodies.  The  143.4  million  EUA  in loans  signed 
ty  tho  Jank  u:-:.ii·::l·  tho'  :..:);~1S  Convention as at the  end of  1978  (excluding 
5G  :r.illion  ::::::;:,  i:1  c;l.:>bc:.l  loans  to  develop;:~ent banks)  has  itelped  to 
~cn2r:~~ -~ i~vcst~cnt totcl of close  on  nine  times  that  figure,  i.e. 
·appro~i~utcly 1  275  ~illion EUA. III.4  Commission Deleg&tions 
Most  Commission Delegations  in the  ACP  States were  opened in 1976  arid 
1977.  The  Papua New  Guinea Delegation was  the  only  one  to  be  set up  in 
1978;  it is responsible  for  a  number  of countries that previously carne 
·under  the Fiji Delegation  (Solomon Islands,  Gilbert Islands and Tuvalu). 
In 1978,  the Commission appointed Delegates  to  the  former  overseas  territories 
that had  gained  independence  :  Djibouti,  Comoros,  Seychelles,  Sao  Tome  and 
Principe,  Cape  Verde  Islands.  Responsibility  for the Comoros  and the 
Seychelles was  assigned to  the Commission Delegate  in Mauritius  and 
responsibility for  Djibouti to  the·Madagascar Delegate;  ·  . 
the Commission Delegate  in Gabon  was  given responsibility for Sao  Tome 
and Principe  and  the  Guinea-Bissau Delegate  for  the Cape.Verde Islands. 
In accordance with  a  recommendation by  the  ACP-EEC  Ministerial Council 
in Fiji, Table  n°  8  gives useful  information on the  cost of the 
Delegations in 1976-77  and  1978. 
III.5  Information 
_III.5.A  "The  Courier" 
In 1978,  the  magazine's readership continued to  grow both in the  ACP 
countries and in Europe.  This magazine,  with its various items in 
which leading  ACP  and European  figures  can air their  ~iews, helps to 
provide  more  and  more  ACP  nationals  and the circles concerned with 
cooperation problems in Europe  with  comprehensive  information  on 
the.  various aspects of the  Lome  Convention,  in particular the  activities 
of the  European Development  Fund,  agreements between the Community  and 
the  developing countries,  and,  more  generally speaking,  on  the European 
Community's  cooperation policy for  the  economic  and social development 
of the  Third World. 
At  presentt  the  magazine  reaches leading  figures  in all the  ACP  countries. 
It is a  link between  the Community  and  the  ACP  States and is also  becoming 
a  link between the  ACP  States, all of which  now  recognize  the  usefulness 
and  importance of the  magazine.  At  the  request of representatives of 
the  Member  States and  ACP  States efforts are  currently being made  to 
expand circulation progressively and  selectively in Europe. 
The  ACP-EEC  Courier still appears  every  two  months.  The  number  of pages 
has increased slightly to  an  average  of 120;  ov~rall circulation of the 
Franch  and English editions is currently 57  000  copies. 
Over  the  past year  the  "Dossier"  column has  continued to  deal  with 
special subjects  :  desertification,  mining activities in the  ACP  States, 
the Lome  Convention at the  half-way stage,  energy in the  ACP  States, 
EEG-ACP  trade  relations.  The  key  theme  has been  the  Community.' s 
operations under  the  Lomi  Convention. 
Several meet:i.ngs  ha·ve  taken place  between  ACP  representatives and 
representatives of the  l·femb•1r  States or.  tae  gene~NKl approach of the 
magazine  and  on certain specific points. - 3;i  -
Further  information 
The  Commission's  information departments  have  continued to  disseminate 
the  information with which  they  have  been supplying the  ACP  States since 
the  Lom6  Convention  came  into  force;  the  emphasis has  been put  on  a 
number  of aspects of the  Convention with  a  view  to  making it better 
ul',fd'erstood. 
The  Bank has  contributed to  a  better understanding of the  financial 
aid made  available  under  the  Convention by distributing brochures 
setting out  the  areas in which it can operate  and  the  numerous 
contacts it has had in Europe  and the  ACP  States. 
Meanwhile,  ACP  journalists  (from  the  press,  radio  and TV)  have  continued 
to visit  the  Commission and  some  Member  Stales  to discuss  the paints of 
view of both  the  ACP  States and  the  Community.  Information has  been 
given on  various questions  such  as  the  negotiations  for renewal·of 
the  Convention. 
A  number  of specific  schemes  have  been set  up in various  ACP  States, 
usually  in collaboration with  the  Commission  delegates,  e.g.  travelling 
exhibitions  (HalaHi)  and large-scale  involvement  in an  international 
fair  (Sudan).  Several  ACP  States have  undertaken  important  initiatives 
in the  inforlilation  fielft  (for instance  the  Lome  Seminar organized by 
the Trinidad Government  with  the  Commission's assistance). 
In 1978,  there  \tlas  an  increase  in the  volume  of films  and material 
for  usa  on  the  radio  sent  to  the  ACP  States  (in particular the 
11Europe  in Pictures" series  in French and English).  This  included a  number 
of recordings  in English,  which  \·tere  orie;inally available only  in 
French. STATISTICAL  ANNEXES  -----·- ·--~-- -·- -- .. 'I'abl'l  1  - !lreakdowh  c..f  coramltmonts  talcen  as a:t  31  ller:CDlber  1978 by countr.v  and  cy  sector  (4th EDF  and  EIB 
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------- _tt!!..Q.~Ttission  I  the E.I.B  ........  - ••  -----·· ___  ----·--<' 
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, .... 
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380.000  .  11,- 60.~().\  __ .9,1 
-~  l!.!1  ~  -~  1hl 
390.00()  _11,3  . 68,5.  90.900  ·•  .  . . 13,5 
---------~--~----------~-----------------------1~-------·  -- -~--·  I 
TOTAL-·  .  3.457.767  I  100  100  87~.968  I  100. 
..---~-...  ------ ·-------____,..._...  __  , 
•  •  •  •  I  ..  •  ... 
including appr~priatione of  2 306 million EUA  pen~ing'utilization from  the everall  aut~orizetion for  s~udi~e.  --
.  :  ~-:  -·  .. 
---:?. . 
.  ~.  """  .  ~ 
•' .  ..  .. 
'  ·.  .  ·  .. 
. :.. .  ! 
."•·l'· 
i 
.i·  .· .· 
·- -.......... ·  .... .  ...  .  ~· ...  -
I..Cw.E  CO!NENI'IO!l 
!1NANCINO  SITUATION'  IU 1978,  BY  tillrP.OD  OF  FINA!1CING 
A~ID  BY  ADr.II!ITSTRA'PIIfl.'!  BODY, 
• .. •TABLE  III.  A. 
..  . 
(oob  ~A) 
.  .  .  .. .  _  ............................ ~-- --·0~···  ...  ····-~a········-·-·-···-y·  ........... - ... ---· ..................... '  ..................... ·-···  .......... ····-..... ·--........................ --.... -r  ...... ---···  ... ·-···--------.  ...:. 
.  .  • ·Total volume  :  8  ·  '  ·  ·  .  ·  :  (  t  Commi trnents  taken in 197  :  ·  .  .  .  !  article 42 of the  ----·-···-----····················r~.---~-::--·r······-~-0 ------.  Total  Convention)  :  Aid administered by.  ·: A.Lu  acuul.n  atereu  'Y  : 
I  •  ·  '  h  EI"  '  1  •  :  .the ConunissJ.on  :  t  e  •  •-"'•  .  ;  .  . 
I  I  t  .  .  I  a··· ................... -------.---·-.-.  p ...........................................  _  --............. --.. --------------......... ---..  ,  ..... --..... ----·  ............... -----·  ...  .. 
:  I  I  :  t  ~  l  :  .  . 
1  Amount  i  · ~  •  AJaount  :  %  :  Amount  I  %  :  Amount:  %. 
.  . :  .  ~  '  .  :  :  l  : 
CD.~-....... • a.,.,. .. • -~•  <' •  •••-~••••••  ••  ••  • •••••••••••••••••••••••:  ••  ••••  ....  ••  -•  ••i •  ••• ••• - •• •• .... ! •  •• •• ••  •  •  ••••  -~·••••  •••••  •• •••:-- .. •  ·~••••  -·i··., •  •""• •• •• '"'••• ..:..•••• •••• •  ..... -. .. +  •• ••  •--~  •""'• •  t 
E.DF  Resources 
i  .  •  I  •  •  . I  . I  I 
,  !:..~!.:ill  1  ~!  : l!~~~ . i  ~  ;  ~~~  :  32.6  . :  1.651.015  1 
S9,3 
Gral1ts  .  •  2.145.182  f  62,- . f'  1.125.360  :  72,.  i  31.993  i  10,8  !  1.157.353  !. 
of 1>1hiohs  mic!'Oprojeots  (  20.000)  ~  {  10,015)  !  (  0,6}  i  I  f  {  10,015) i. 
. interest rate subsidies  (  110.0001  I  :  r  (31.993)  .1- (10,8)  :  ·  (  31.993) 1 
exceptional aid  (  150.000)  (  86,m)  I  { 5,5)  t  ·  , .  :  (  86.~11): 
6Z,Z 
(  o.~l 
( 1. 7) 
( 4,7} 
.  ....  ,  ..  .  •.  ~  r  .  .  •  1  :  , 
I  I  .  .  I  • .  I 
Speoial  loans  .  .  -~  4~S.SBS .,. 12,9  .  ·  256.3~  j  17 ,.  f  * :·I  ..  I  ~65.30~  ..  :  H,l  · 
- Riek oapi  tal  ·  ·  ·  I  .  97,000  .  ~.e  ,  I .  I  I  .6~..-999  !·  .~  21,8  l  6~.999 t .  3,5 
: .  g  I  •  I  ..  I 
- Stabex  1·  380,000 ·,- .  11,•  ..  t 172.359  i  '11,•  I  ! :  .J  172.359 i  9,3 
I  .  !  t  '  II 
D.,Fl  R~sources  .  ~~Q I !h~  l  I  I  ~  - J  ·>~  i  J  ~  • 1 ,  '10,7 
I  ..  r  •  .  '·  . 
$..  Luane  from  E!B resouroes  1  390,000  ,.  11,3  .  [  I  ·  •  199.370  I  :  67  .~  ·  ·j  ·  19~.370  I  10')7  . · 
.  •  .  •  I  •  l  I  I  •  • 
············;;;;····~~-~·-···--~"··---:·-···j··;:;;;~;;"·· -~;;-·---·i  ·~:;;:;;-1:-;;······-·t···;;;;~-·  ..  l·;,;-·-'-:-r··;.;~~;;f·~ 
•  1  .z  .  •  ·  I  r  f  · 
,. ...  .,. ...... ,..o.., ...... ,...D•w'!"•""~.•-.••9""''!"~  ..  ~·••  ..  o••••-•--•-•••••••-.•••~•••••••••W-•O••••a.••••••••••••••-•••~-•..!•••••-••••••••••••~••lll~••,.•••••*••••••••••••••t•••••••••'ll'---•••,..•••••••••"o  .  .  ..  '  .  .  .  .  .  . 
including appropriationR of 2  306  m:!.llion.EUA  ponding utilization fro!D-the  overall authorization for studies. 
1:  :!"11 
.  '·I  ~ . 
·, 
•: 
•  CI!D  •  ••·• ·:;' ......  .. .....  .....  ......  . . - .., 
~·  LOME  CONVE!-.'l'IO!l 
0  .. 
-
"" 
J  .... 
.fiNANCING  SITUATlO!l  IN 1978, BY  METHOD  OF  FINANCING 
AtlD  liY  g;,;r;'l'Oil  (000  EU~~BIE IV 
DEVELOP.  OF  PRODUCTION  ECONOMIC  SOCIAL  TRADE  .  XCEPI'IO:U:Lo  BLOC:h.'ED  l  1\Justrf~ 'I'ol.li'-[ H•.ll'a.l.  IliFflAS'l'!l.  DEVSLOP.  PHOmTION  AID  STA!lEX  OTHER  'PPQI'\P!';  totol 
~lizatl  ism  jprod.  Ill  II  II  Ill  'II  15  • 
ll 
~  s 
LAid  ndm ln'!.r;terert  b.:t 
2i.:l':! I  ~~~  l  the Cou;mi1wion  ,a,6  2l..:1ll  100  !hl!!.  100  ~  100  U:.ill.  100  ~  100  ,Z,5Z6  100  !l:.2!:.§.  P5,9  ~!.0.2~0  ~~-'  I 
i  D.~l.Non-repayable aid  ,~.~·'  ~10  . 86.651  )7.9  5l,,~,  )6,7 76.zz5  a,,,  10,056  "·' 
a,,1z\  100  ~.!)26  100  1}.9~6  85,9  ~59.99S 
''·' I  Prograrruua bl e  grant  ..  I 
(of which  microproj  'z  .so  ''0  85.631  }7,9  '2  -~~'  ,,,7 76.226  85,1  10.0'.6  "·' 
~-!R6  100  ,,,,,,.  us,s  ~·\.~~.~  ~9.~ 
ExceptiC:nal  aid . 
(  "'·'''  (  ··~'·  1.2.Special  loans  .  '·  2,.1l,  100 
''·'l~  '·'  1.3.Stabex  .  &6.on  I'J,1)6  20,7  ~.201  ''·' 
''~!100  .,,,9  :roo  6,5 
'•  :  119-l70  ,.,,,. 
·•. .  -..~..  ~ ::· ..  .  Go.'i'¢'1  100  6o,~,  9,,t 
2.~dminieiered k{. 
the EIB  ·  ~  ~ - ~- '  . ~  ,,,z  1}2.~""'.  "'·'  2.T.1:od.!ls  from  EIB 
resources  90.900  28,8  ·, 
90.~0  ·~·., 
2.2.Int.  rate aubsidie 
1\.18l .  ' 
I  ~.5  .  '  1&,1!2  2,1  . 
2.}.Risk capital  za.o,R  ),2!)0  '  8,,  . 
2.)0&  11>,2  27.S••  ••• 
Orand  Total  ·~  ].660 ~ 
100  '  ~  100  [Lill.  100  ~  1.1:.!!i  ~  . 
·100  100  100  .  62.,26  100  16.2'~  100  ~  00  ·•  I 
of which  from  EDF  ... 
reso\u·cea  (1,2.2.,2  •. 3.  . . 
~·'-186  ).Uc)  10,.7~7  ?l,i!  9l.?~,  100  89.,~6  100  10.75&  •oo  25.~1\  100  6o.90,  100  &l.'-1&  100  ,,.zn  100  5~2.05~  os,,  from  EIB.rcsot1rcee_ 
f-a  ... :  ~·  ...  t. 
( 2.1.)  w.m  i8,8  ··  .  9Q.WQ  ''·' 
.  .  - ·-- .. 
!·  ...  ...  ~ .... 
' .  .  . . 
· ..  ,, , 
~.~a  h  :1'  J'? •A  :.  ~ 
LOME  CONVENTION 
TABLE  IV.k 
~  Gi!'a  -~ 
Financ"ing  situation in  1978. by  method  of  financing  and  by  sector  {000  EUA) 
·m~,---------~--"'"·····"····--·~-~~- ~  Economic  Social  Exceptional  --~ 




~  •  5  ~  • 
·-·-·-·- '  . .  '  t  I 
'~~~  1~1!22. I  ~!£2. I ~W-1  86.~11122!!  I ~~  P,~.l:ll~.jJ.22.!  !J,-94o  ~~}~~,;o~  ..  ~=.!r~~~ 
'"  ('•.?,o  p,,.ea"l79·' l Z27·5'nJ9j.~f  zo.ml  92,~  86,,.,,1 100  1  1  1  101.?:S8j1oo  l,,.<J"6  's,,~ ·  ~.,zs.~(·~r-·4 ! 
I. ::I  ,c':h~;1  r~:crcp;·~Jects!  _  ~ 
1 
•  ,?,O  251,8llo  79~5  l!27-593  93,- ·  2o.l!o9  92,!  '1<t1.7,SI,C¢  I  n.9~S 1  By,~! l.o~~  •  ., ..  ,~..,.~ ! 
1  1  \1o.o,,> ,,,o,  . .  ·  .  - . 
. ~  ~  ......  :  ~  .  •  ·  ,  .  - .  •  .o  •  86.'m  100  ·  . 
I
,  11!:;.7.s1 I  ·  36.9:;6  zo,_,  6-\.l!lo7  zo,,  17.oso  ,,.  1.100  ?.  .  .  I  .  -- 172.,,9  ,00  ~ 
.  '  .  ! 
8 
'  •  •  •  ":52:7  •  - ''  .  '  ,l!.')Oq  l'~l  ~~k~f  - .  . - .  ~  ~a- !  .  ~f  • 
.  -~  ·  · ·  ·  •  ·  ~  ~  ~""  >-,o~·i' "l 
.  .  •  '.  '  '  "''~  \'""" I 
,6  I  I .  .  .  f  !  ''  .•m" u,e I 
,a  .I  t  .  ·· ·  . .  .  -
0 
~.~s  ~ 11 •• ,\  fi!'-~q·•r'>  •. !, 
'  --.  ~-:--'""''  l-•o-~ 
.  ~  ~ ._~  ~ ~  100  ~~  ,o,.z,s wt  .J~2p!2.  ,.~s~~~t.lt~! 
·i l!:lir;i:  i'ro'1  EOF  re5ourcas  ·  , I  ·  ·  (  ··'  ·  · . . ·  · ·  ·  .  .  ·  ~  -I 
r_·:~  ?)i.~~2  •.  1.)  .... ss6.971 1  "·"~..  ,,9.o2o  11,8  N.6,, 100  z••.6•'  100  zz~!lo<J 'CCl  86,11iHoo  17a.,,9_~oo ,  1ot •  .,a 1ro·  ·;c;~i~2 !,oo  ~.~5,.:'l*5i·~?.J 1 
"'':·~--\~~-~·:~.:-~~:~~~.'·)  _  r95-0~ 1  ~-520  u.z  .  _  . .  .  .  _:  • .  ,  - .  .  " .  . 1  ~::cj 
I~ 
'  ,.,oz.oi 
! 
3CZ.06J 
~!£2. I  ~,00  J  _86.~1, 1
22!! 
22?.59}1  9l.~  zo.ml  92,  86,1l11  100 
l!27-593l  9),-l'  20.1!091  92, 
;  ~·~na'!  .:;. i d 
~  ~,  <!  ;f.Hil$ 
'l  ~"'\  ..  $..  ' 
t n0 ~.) i_.;;t"1B7. 
-~-- ·:';·;);\  f: !3  'i'BSOYNHl3 
2  .• 2  ..  !n:~;·;st rate  subsidfas 
::'.jiJ.i_!4:';.1f1 i:>~red__Q:t j_hs  E  !B 
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t 
STABEX  - Results of-·1978 operahon (for the year of; 
application 1977}  by 'ACP.  State 
'  .. ,.  .  .  ..  ·  ... 
BENIN  .,.. 
.-
CUINR:A  BISSAU 
lJPPER  VOLTA. 




T  ANZA..."f!A 
CO!r.oROS 
DJIBOUTI 
•  "l'  ·• 
Cotton 
. Palm  oil 
. Palm nut and kernel oil · 
Sawn wood• 
Croundnuts 
























,(former OCT  ~ontinuin; to benefit. from  OCT  appropriation)  .. 
t 
~ 
Advances yaid in 1918  •  -
~ 
OA..'ffiiA  .Groundnuts  (  1.510.000 
MAURITANIA  Ores  7.000.000 
SENEGAL  • Croundnut oil  16.000.000 
Groundnut  oilcake  3.000.000 
·TONGA  Bananas  160.000 
Transfer carried out in July 1978  (1976 financial year) 
0 
.IJiALl. 
..  . 
-~.  . 
. 




848.489  .. 
TABLE  V 
II 











Table VI  - SOBSIDIZED  LOAm>  AJID  RISK  CAPITAL  COMM!'rl'ED  BY  TEE  EIB, .1ll 1_2]8 
TOTAL  • 
BLOCKED  APPROPS a 
GRAND  TOTAL· 
Breakdown  by country  (000  EUA)  ·I 
DEVELOP.oiENI'  BANKS  i  ~3,00  ! 47,3  1,41  •,!  5,6  i,l  44~~1  ~  js,2 
ENERGY  ·  .  !  21J,40  i 32,4  29,'>0  :•  25,J 
AGRQ-INDUSTRIAL  CO:I<IPLEXES1(l)  I  U,OO  ! 18,7  '1Z,96  i 51,2  !  29,1J6  l.  2~.8 
EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES  .  .  l  :  ..  .o,zo  :  0,8  I  0,20  f  0,2 
. MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRIES  .  j  .1 050  .  !  116  7  ,4S  I 29,6  . 0,98  !  7,7 
TOURISM  I  I  3,25  i  12•8  . i .  3,25  '  2,8 
------~~-------------------------------i~~~----~:~----~--------~~-l  _______ L  _!___ ___ _  I  I  •  I  t  '  .  I  I.  •  I  '  I 
.  .  ·  TOTAL  •  .  ·  ·.  . ::  .  i  go,go  .  j  100  j  .  25,30  .  poo  !  m,2o  1 100: 
40UoooC!Joor:-o:~oooooooQooaoaaacoaceJtJooooao&cre•oaoocaooooooaea"'D,..oaoaoaopoocuofltaCJc.coaaeeoaaaoaaoool:l'oao•ao•ct8oo•all:totto•o•a.aeoaanalll!ao.•l!l•••• 
·'  (l)in the rlder sense· of projects related to r:ural  production.  . 
D 
,. 










. :  .  .  . 
'• 
.. . TABlE  VII 
" 
COST  OF  THF;  DELEGA'l'~ 
'.  ____  .. .,  .  -- "  '  :  Amount  ''  in Eli'A  ! 
. '  -----
' 
·.  / 
'  countries 
•.·.· ..  .,  '•'  Cost .of the Delegation  .·  •,! 
'  .. 
•.  1976/1977  1978  TOTAL 
,  . 
·,  . 
;BARBJ\Il03 
·' 
''  85~57'1  420,.000  505.571 
'  OENIN  - ·•  945.300  430.000  1.425.300 
BOTSW/.HA  " 
•·. 
"  326.508  220.000  546.508  :  ..  •'  ..  ~.  :  .  .  LESOTHO  \'  .  327.504  320.000  6ft? .504 
SI:IAZIU\NI)  ''  ' 
•  ~ t  I  !  175,'258 f  170.000  3lt5. 258 
. BURW~DI  '.  '  756.680 
''  .  460.000  1.216.680 
CAHERO(m  ' 1.  579."213'  930.000  2.509.213 
E~UATORIAL GUIIIEA  :  -'  26.837  5.000  31.837 
. CE11rRAFRICA  '  1.o42  ... :no  645.000  1.68?.330 
CONGO  DRAZZAVILLE  941.7!;0  615.000  1.556.730 
'  IVORY  COAST  - ~- . 1.406.240  850.000  2.256.240 
ETHIOPIA  ..  830.170  460.000  1.290.170 
FIJI  '  131.321  420.000  551.321 
· SAr-101\  •..  - .  53.629  100.000  153.629 
TONGA  36..630  70.000  106.630 
G~.BON  ..  ...  636.810  370.000  1.006.810  ..  '  GA!·!BU 
,. 
403.-\60  300.000  703.4~0  - GHANA  707.620  550.000  1.257.6~0 
GUI:iEA  BISSAU  380.430  280.000  660.430 
GUI:r.EA  COliAKRI 
'•  480.330  510.000  990.330 
··GUYANA  I  •  J'  .  - 4.33.450  .  300.000  733.4~0  '  ,.  ...  .. 
UPPER  VOLTA  '.  '1.255.190.  650.000  .1 .905.190 
'' 
MAURITIUS·  450~094  290.000  740i094.  ..  •  . 
'  COMOROS  -.  ·'  111.223.  125.000  236.223 
SEYCHELLES 
' 
42.675  5.000  47.6?5 
JARI\.ICA  •  6S2.497  500.000  1.182.497  I 
'  ..  • 
·BAHAMAS  .. 
fj  35.700  40.000  75.700 
. KENYA  ,. 
.,  856.050 ·'  800.000  1.656.050  . 
LIBERIA 
:  ...  '' 6  -47'1.400  370.000  841.400  .  . .  l'lAOAGASCAR  1.414.497  847.000  2.254.497  .,; ....  a  .,  '  FlALAit'I  712.490  500.000 
.,  1 .212.49; 
;,ALI  1.291.200  . . 790.000  2.081.200  -·  1.564.220  MAURITA.NIA  :  ..  914.220  650.000 
NIGER 
"  1.190.960  - 790.000  1.980.960 
NIGERIA  'j  !  190.000  570.000  760.000 
RWANDA  •  .  639.980 
'  460.000  1.099.980  .  .. 
'SENEGAL  ..  1.534.220'  1.070.000  2.604.220 
. SIERRA  lEONE  .. 
"•  513.200  350.000  863.200 
SO~IALIA .  ·-.  ..  1.012.280  640.000  1.652.280 
SUDAN.  ..  939.320  1.190.000  2.129.320 
SURINA.l.!.  ., 
''  501.180  300.000  801.180 
. TANZANIA:  '.  786.420  730.000 
.•  + 300.000  1.816.420 
Q  CHAD  '.  1a154.930  720.000  . 1.874.930  ..  - TOGO'  • 
·•  ·•  782.900  .410.000  1.192.900  .. 
TRINIDAD  &  TOBAGO  - •  629.961  380.000  1.009.961  .  ..  : 
'G!\LQI'ADA  "  - . 64.569  ' 4.000  63.569 
'  UGA.'T D1\  - 587.490  340.000  927. 4?C'  .  'ZAIR~ 
., 
1.373.440  990.000  2.363.440,  '.  ·.  •  ..  WGIA  •  652.490  610.000  1.262.4110· 
CAFE  VERDE  - 10.000  1o.ooo:  ... 
. P  AFL' A  !f'  .  .:.::·T  GUINEA  295;000  295.000:  .  - SAO  10•'1E  &  PRINCIPE  - 25.000  25.0')0 
AFFARS  & lSSAS  - 827,5{.  _.35.000  35. 3<:7 ,,54 
ALL  STATE::S  2.294.230  1.745.045,27  4.039.273,27 
- ., 
TO'TALS  35.092n654,54  25.699.045,27  60.791.699,81 
-----~--------- - ~  .  ~ . - '  .  •" .. • 
·aeNIN. 
~  'I  •  • 
I  .  -.  '(·.•  ' 
BOTSWANA 
.  •,. 
BURUNDI 
ETHIOPIA  . 
GAMBIA 
GUINEA 






SENEGAL  . 
SUDAN 
'• 
l  . 
e  T  ANZ.ANIA  ... 





'fAll]..]!;  v  lll 
Exceptional  ~id (Art.59)  1978 
. . :  ~: ..  - ....  20.000·  Supp~ of fishing nets- disaster  vi~tima 
Agueguea  village  · 
. ' 
·  ·. '">·  1~600~000  ·Fight against i'o<?t.;.a.nd-mouth  disease  . '  .. ·:·  .  \,: ... .  ,•  ·  ..  ·  t':  .. 
..  .·.  ·.so.ooo  ' Fight against cholera 
.. ,·  ':  .  ~.  - ' . 
.  ·  ... 2. 750.00.0.  : Purchase of lorries 
:  . ,.  . 
; ·  ··  SOO.OOO  .(  Purchase of seeds 
.  : ·.  500.000  ( 
· ·  ·  2.735.000  (  Purchase of seeds,  veterinary products;  lorries, 
300.000 ,( drilling of wells  ·  . 
300.000  (  Purchase of fertilizers, agricultural equipment, 
l67  .500 · (  insecticides  .  . . 
230.000 
300.000 





Purchase of lorries,  food supplies for Southern 
part of country 
Purchase of veterinary products, cattle 
protection 
Purchase of cattle feed, 
deep drilling 
·  Bo.ooo  •·  Fight against cholera 
· ·  300.000. .(  Purchase of oil  cakes,  groundnut s, salt lick ••• 
·8  '  ·~.385.000 ''( Cattle protection  · : 
..  ·· 
.  .  . 
. 15._000  . 
· ·  268.ooo. 
ss;ooo 
.  ~00.000 
Purchase of'  16  t  sugar - 1  t  tea. - disaster 
victims of Gezira. floods 
Purchase of fuel  · 
Purchase of medicines  to fight cholera · 
Repatriation and  housing of Zairian refugees 
Purchase of medicines·,  foodstuffs  and fuel  for 
disaster victims of Bas  Zaire and  Kivu 
(Repatriation of. Angolan refugees 
(Construction of housing for  Zimbabwe  refugees 
NON-ALLOC.  INI'ERVENTIONS 3.000."000  Aid  for displaced persons and refugees in the 
(Djibouti, Ethiopia, Somalia)  .  .  .  .  . 
• 
1.300.000 
(Djibouti,  Ethiopi·s_,  Kenya, 
SomaLi a.,  J;!udan.)"  .  . 
TOTAL  2S.124.ooo 
Horn  of Africa  · 
.Fight against locusts in East African countries 